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A film boiling heat transfer study was conducted with three 
different diameter cylindrical copper heaters over a wide range of 
pressures for nitrogen and argon with the heat transfer surface in 
the horizontal position. 
iii 
The data were compared to the commonly used film boiling heat 
transfer relations. The common relations were found to be considerably 
in error for the range of variables covered in this investigation. 
A semi-empirical equation for corresponding states fluids which cor-
relates the available data as a function of the reduced temperature 
and reduced pressure was derived and discussed. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This study deals with film boiling as defined in the following 
discussion and shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 is the entire boiling curve 
1 
as first predicted by Nukiyama (18)* in 1934. This curve is broken up 
into four distinct regions which can best be understood by considering a 
heat transfer surface submerged in a saturated liquid. As the temperature 
of the surface is raised slightly above the saturation temperature, convection 
currents circulate the liquid and evaporation occurs at the free surface. 
This region is described as the convection region (region I in Figure 1). 
As the surface temperature is raised further, bubbles begin to form at 
specific points on the surface. The locations where bubbles form are called 
nucleation sites. This region, characterized by the formation of nuclei 
is named the nucleate boiling region (region II, in Figure 1). As the 
temperature is increased further, more sites are activated until the sur-
face is completely covered with bubbles forming a continuous vapor film 
which is specified as point A on Figure 1. This point is known as the 
burn-out point or the critical heat flux point. The nucleate boiling region 
is of special importance, because of the very high heat fluxes obtained with 
a small temperature difference. 
As the temperature is further increased, the film forms and collapses 
rapidly, causing an increased resistance which quickly drops the heat trans-
fer rate. This unstable film region continues until point B (the Leiden-
frost point). The Leidenfrost point is the point where the film is continu-
ous and becomes stable even though the film surface is in violent agitation. 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to listings in Bibliography. 
The region to the right of the Leidenfrost point is denoted as the film 
boiling region (region IV), and is of interest in this investigation. 
2 
The film boiling data presently available over a wide range of 
pressures seem to be very limited. More data are required in order that 
theoretical equations and the effects of pressure and diameter on film 
boiling can be checked. 
This study was originated to provide data for the above reasons 
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Scorah and Farber (11) were the first investigators to completely 
describe the boiling curve. Nukiyama (18) had difficulty in his work. 
He was not able to describe the region between the maximum and minimum 
points, A and B. The work of Scorah and Farber also predicted a heat 
transfer element material dependence in the stable film boiling region. 
Later work contradicts these findings. 
The first investigator to suggest a method o f predicting heat trans fer 
coefficients for natural convection film boiling was Bromley (4). Bromley 
derived a relation analogous to Nusselt's equations for condensation by 
replacing Pin Nusselt's equation by Pl-Pv. The resulting equation wa s: 
h = Const ~3pv(Ol - P) 
t:, TlJvD 
The relation is for horizontal tubes. The value of the constant was 
found by empirical means to be 0.62. By theoretical considerations, the 
value of the constant should be 0.512 if the liquid is assumed stagnant 
and 0. 724 if the liquid moves with the vapor. Bromley suggested that cor-
rection for radiation could be made by assuming parallel plates, whi ch in 
effect assumes that the transmissivi t y o f the liquid is zero . 
Bromley's assumed relation predicts that the heater material had no 
effect on the convective coefficient and his experimental data confirmed 
the assumption. 
The work of Banchero, Barker and Boll (2) for film boiling of liquid 
oxygen over a large pressure range with considerable variation in heate r 
* Numbers underlined in parentheses refer to equations. 
diameters pointed out the limitations of Bromley's equation. They point 
out that Bromley's relation seems to be limited to diameters of 0.069 
inches to 0.127 inches. The authors present the following (equation 2) 
which is a modification of Bromley's relation (equation 1). 
h = a(l + C) F 
D 
c = constant 
= ~3 0v(:~u D vl g> T F 
(~) 
where a equals a constant which is dependent on the boiling substance. 
The above equation seems to give a better correlation for the entire 
range of variables than Bromley's (1)· The form of the equation also 
allows it to be adapted to flat plates. The values of a and C are 
determined by a trial.: and error fit of the available data. The authors 
found the quantity a to be a temperature dependent function and C to be 
-1 
equal to 36.5 inches . 
Bromley corrected his relation to account for the sensible heat of 
the vapor (5). His corrected relation is given below: 
h = 0. 62 (3) 
Subsequently it was shown (3) that a better fit could be obtained by 
equation 1 if the correction constant used in equation 3 was 0.34 
rather than 0.4. 
Bromley (5) also suggested that his relation could easily be adapted 





Again, a better fit can be obtained by using 0.34 (l) instead of 0.4. 
The theoretical value of c2 is 0.667 if the liquid is stagnant and 0.943 
if the liquid has the same velocity as the vapor. Bromley presented no 
data to check his vertical surface relation; however, Hsu and Westwater 
(14) investigated this condition and found that Bromley's relation 
(l) predicted heat transfer coefficients much too low when compared 
to their experimental values for tubes in the vertical position. The 
authors used a method suggested by Colburn (9) for film type condensation 
on vertical surfaces. This relation converted to film boiling is: 
(~_) 
+ 12,800 
The above relation produces better results than Bromley's relation for 
all Reynolds numbers above 2000. The Reynolds number is defined as 
4W 
nD\.1 
where W is the maximum vapor mass flow rat~. This Reynolds number ooints out 
the main limitation of Bromley's equation, the fact that laminar flow 
was assumed. In later work, Hsu and Westwater (13) proposed another rela-
tion for film boiling on vertical surfaces. They used an approach which 
assumed a turbulent core and a laminar sublayer and ignored the buffe r 
zone be twee n the regions. The division between the zone s was determined 
by the universal velocity profile. The relation is given below: 
2 /..1 ~,Re''< 
3kv 6T 








+ k: ·D /kv:T 
Chang (7) suggested that, possibly, a relation for film boiling could 
be obtained by analyzing the waves formed in vapor release or by applying 
the instability concept of Taylor. Chang (7) suggested that equation (2) 
be used to correlated film boiling data from horizontal surfac e s. 
Nu 0. 234 (Pr* Gr*) 1/3 (2) 




ac kv 8v ' ev T - T 
2 A Ov 
sat w 
Pri< Pr(2> •v~' cpv 
y>'< 2 \.1 2 vRei<S 
g Pv(Pl - Pv) 





For low subcooled boiling ( 1 l0°F) 
Pr>'< Pr l~:v ) + Q •, cE, p 1~ J Pv 8vcpvPv 
Ihe Lo denote s the point at which Bromley 's equation fai ls to correlate \vith pub-
lished data and y* denote s distance normal to the surf2~e of maximum vopor ve l-
ocity. Re* was given a value of 100 which denote s the transition between viscous 
8 
and turbulent flow as supported by Rohsenow's (25) computation of 80 to 
120 for critical Reynolds numbers during condensation on vertical surfaces 
in the presence of large shear stresses. Using the data for water, t he rela-
tion's of Bromley (1) and Chang (l) were compared. The Chang relation 
seemed to fit the data much better than that of Bromley relation. For 
the case of subcooling, the thermal diffusity a c used in the calculation 
of the generalized Prandtl number must be found from another equation 
which is considerably more complicated. Chang presents a correction for 
radiation. In the case where radiation should be considered, the value 
of equivalent thermal diffusivity ac must be corrected in the relations. 
Chang also proposed an equation for the surface in the vertical 
position. The vertical position relation is (~). 
(Nu) L'h 
kv 
0. 72 1-(Pr>'<Gr) 4 (~) 
Berenson (1) used the above approach in developing a correlation 
for film boiling from horizontal surfaces. His relation is 
h = 0.425 \.l v L'l T (2_) 
The major difference between (~) and Bromley's (~) is the term .....:::c____ · . ( g a ~~ g(ol - ov) 
The relation (2_) seemed to be effective only near the minimum point of 
the film boiling region. 
Breen and Westwater (3) continued the investigation of film boiling 
from a cylindrical surface with its axis in the horizontal position. 
They conducted experiments with a large variation in diameter and with 
two different fluids. The range of diameters used was from 0.185 to 
9 
1.895 inches. They found that the heat flux and the heat trans fer coe f -
ficient were not monotonous functions of tube diameter. The data showed 
that as the diameter was increased the heat transfer coefficient began 
decreasing rapidly and then increased slowly to a flat plateau. This 
behavior was explained by the critical diameter which must be a function 
of the fluid. The curves seem to support the hydrodynamic wave leng th 
theory. When Bromley's equation (l) was compared to the data , Bromley 's 
equation failed to predict the value of heat transfer coefficient at 
wave lengths much greater than the hydrodynamic wave length. The hydro-
dynamic wave length AD for a flat plate is: 
AD =FA.c (l.Q) 
where 
c 01) 
Breen and Westwater using these parameters claimes a general rela t ion 
(g) for film boiling from horizontal cylinders. 
h(Ac)~ = 0. 59 + 0. 069 ).. c 
F D 
They also proposed an alternate relation due to the asympto tic characteristics 
of the equation at large and small diameters and the agreement with Brom-
ley's equation (l) at intermediate diameters. The alternate relat ions are 
given in equations 13A, 13B, and 13C 
for ).. c 0. 8, h(Ac)~/F 0. 60 (13A) 
-< 
D 
0.8 < )..c 8, 




for< 8 Ac h(Ac)~/F 0.16 (A.c/D)o. 83. (13C) 
D 
10 
Park (21) attempted to fit his data with the Breen and Westwater 
correlation. He found that the correlation was not general and would not 
give a satisfactory fit to these film boiling data for nitrogen and methane 
over a considerable pressure range. He also noticed that the high temp-
erature difference data indicated a temperature difference dependence not 
accounted for in the Breen and Westwater correlation. Park (21) reported a 
decrease in the heat flux as the critical pressure is approached. This effect 
became apparent at reduced pressures greater than 0.9 (the reduced pressure 
is defined as the absolute pressure divided by the critical pressure of the 
substance). 
Sciance (26) did not record this effect in his continuation of the work 
of Park; however, his pressures did not exceed a reduced pressure of 0.9. 
Wayner and Banko££ (29) have reported some interesting work. They 
have increased heat transfer rates by the use of porous plates and remov-
ing the vapor being formed by suction through the plate. Within certain 
limits the heat flux and vapor rate could be independently va ried, and there 
was an increase in the heat transfer coefficient by a factor of as much as 
2.5 over the nonporous film boiling . Pai and Bankoff (20) reported a con-
tinuation of this work. 
Tachibana and Fukui (28) reported the effects of film boiling in a 
subcooled liquid. They presented curves of the e ffect of the subcooled 
liquid on film boiling of water from horizontal wires. 
The objective of this investigation is to provide film boiling data 
for design purposes and to determine whether film boiling data for corres-
ponding states fluids can be correlated by application of the principle 
of corresponding states. 
11 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
The equipment used in the investigation consisted of three heat transfer 
elements, a pressure vessel, a power source, a pressure gauge, and a re-
cording potentiometer. 
Three heat transfer elements (0.95, 0. 75 and 0.55 inches O.D.) were 
constructed and were designed so that they could withstand the thermal 
shock of going through the burnout point and operating with a 1000°F 
temperature difference. The design consisted of heat treated Lavatite 
cores of 0.40 inch diameter for the 0. 75 and 0.95 O.D. heaters and of 
0.25 inch diameter for the 0.55 inch O.D. heater. The cores were threaded 
12 threads per inch and in the threads, number 26 gauge tungsten wire was 
wrapped. The tungsten wire was held by nuts on 4-40 machine screws which were 
screwed into the end of the cores. The screws also acted as the power 
terminals for the heaters. After the tungsten wire was wrapped on the 
heaters, they were coated with Sauereisen Electrical Resistor Cement, 
#78 paste, and allowed to air dry. The cores were then cemented into the 
outer heat transfer surface with the same cement and dried in a furnace 
for two hours at 200 °F. The heat transfer surfaces consisted o f three 
copper cy linders three inches long with 0.95, 0.75, and 0.55 inches O.D. 
ad 'th 0 5 0 5 and 0.35 I.D. ,respectively. n Wl . , . , 
In each of the three heat transfer surfaces, three thermocouple wells 
0.052 inches in diameter and 1 inch deep were drilled 90 degrees apart. 
Solder was then melted in the wells until they were full. While the solder 
was molten, 25 gauge copper-constantan thermocouples were placed in the 
wells. The solder minimized the contact resistance between the heat trans-
fer element and the thermocouples. 
12 
Styrofoam plugs with the same diameters as the heaters and of ~ inch 
thickness were attached to the ends of the heaters to reduce the end 
losses. 
The power was supplied by a Hobart 300 amp, 40 volt. Model M B 204 
D.C. Welder connected in a series with a load box which consisted of several 
fixed size resistors which could be added or subtracted in parallel. The load 
box and the fine and coarse voltage controls on the welder were used for 
power control. 
The power was measured by using a Weston Model I (class 50) voltmeter 
to measure the voltage drop across the heater. A Weston Model I (class 50) 
ammeter was used to measure the current flow through the heater. 
The pressure vessel was a one gallon autoclave, described by Sciance 
(26), which was manufactured by Autoclave Engineers, Inc. The autoclave 
was 5 inches I.D. by twelve inches deep and was fitted with two 1~ inch 
diameter windows, which were horizontally opposed. The flange of the 
vessel was fixed and the high-pressure cylinder could be raised or lowered 
pneumatically to or from the flange. The power leads and thermocouples 
were brought in through openings in the flange. The gland mounted in the 
flange for the thermocouples was a Conax MHM-062-Al60T gland with Teflon 
sealant. The copper-constantan thermocouples leads passing through the gland 
were Conax 310SS6T-B-PJFC-NONE-18", which were connected to the heater 
thermocouples. The power leads supported the heater from the flange so 
that the autoclave could be opened for inspection without disturbing the 
heater. 
13 
The pressure of the vessel was controlled by the amount of liquid 
nitrogen passing through the internal cooling coils (Figure 2). The 
liquid nitrogen was stored in Linde LS llOB and LS 156 dewars and was 
delivered to the system at 235 psig. The system was protected from over 
pressurization by a Black,Sivall and Bryson rupture disc rated at 960 psi 
at 72 °F. 
The pressure of the autoclave was measured with a Heise Bourdon tube 
pressure gauge with a 16 inch dial. This gauge was graduated from 0 to 
1000 psi in 1 psi increments with an accuracy of ! 1 psi. All connections 
shown in Figure 2 were 316 stainless steel ~ inch tubing with~ inch O.D. 
and 0.065 wall. The valves \<Yere Whitey No. 1 Series 0.25 inch valves 
(number IRS4·316). 
The thermocouple leads came from the flange to a liquid nitrogen 
reference junction and then were connected to a Leeds and Northrup rotary ther-
mocouple switch which was used in conjunction with Texas Instruments, Servo-
riter II, single pen recorder. One iron-constantan thermocouple was also 



























A series of runs was made with each heater in the horizontal position. 
Each series consisted of runs at seven different pressures from atmospheric 
pressure up to 95 percent of the critical pressure fo r both argon and nitrogen. 
To begin a series of runs, the autoclave was cooled by allowing nitro-
gen to flow through the fill line into the autoclave and out the vent open-
ing in the vessel. The valve was also opened slightly to the cooling coil 
to maintain the coils at the proper temperature (Figure 2). W~en the level 
of the liquid nitrogen reached the top of the window (seven inches) , the 
fill line was closed and the vent plug replaced. The system was then checkea 
for leaks and the pressure raised or lowered to reach 34 psig. The pressure 
was controlled by regulating the amount of nitrogen flowing through the 
condensing coils. After reaching 34 psig, the power at the minimum setting 
was turned on and the system examined for malfunctions. The power was then 
increased until the burn-out point was reached and then controlled until 
the heat transfer surface temperature was approximately 70 °F. Steady state 
adjustments were made by watching the temperature versus time plots f rom the 
recording potentiometer and making adjustments with the fine adjustment on 
the power source. After reaching steady state, the three thermocouple out-
puts were recorded. The power was then reduced and another operating point 
was recorded. Steady state observations were made with the heat transfer 
surface temperature range varying between 70°F and approximately 60°F above 
the boiling point of the fluid, which is a function of pressure. The pressure 
was then increased to the next pressure and the procedure repeated. After 
completing the six pressure runs, the pressure was again reduced to 34 psig 
and another run made to check the reproducibility of the data. 
The power was then turned off and the fill line was opened to the 
atmosphere allowing the nitrogen to bleed off to the surroundings. 
17 
The equipment was left open for an hour at which time the argon bottle 
was connected to the fill lines. The autoclave was pressurized to 50 psig 
with gaseous argon and again vented to the surroundings to reduce the con-
tamination. The liquid nitrogen was then allowed to flow through the con-
densing coils and the regulator on the argon bottle was set at 50 psig 
and the fill line opened. After a period of time, the argon began condensing. 
When the argon level reached the top of the window (7 inches) the regulator 
and the fill line valve was closed. 
The pressure was then adjusted to 56 psig and maintained at this 
level for the first argon run. The procedure was exactly the same as for 
the nitrogen. 
After completing the seven runs for the argon, the autoclave was 
lowered and a dewar of liquid nitrogen was put in place of the autoclave 
to make an atmospheric nitrogen run. The same procedure used f or the other 
runs was used during the atmospheric run. The atmospheric nitrogen run 
could not be done in the autoclave because the condensing coils were not 
large enough to maintain zero gauge pressure. 
During each run the bulk temperature of the boiling liquid was moni-
tored to assure the boiling liquid was at its saturation temperature. 
18 
CHAPTER V 
THEORY OF CORRESPONDING STATES AS APPLIED TO FILM BOILING 
The theory of corresponding states may be safely regarded as the 
most useful by-product of the van der Waal's equation of state. Presently 
this equation is recognized to be of little or no value, but the theory 
of corresponding states correctly applied is extremely useful and accurate. 
Pitzer (22) has stated a set of assumptions sufficient to lead to the 
principle of corresponding states for liquids and showed that argon, krypton 
and xenon have several properties in accordance with the principle. Pit-
zer's assumptions are: 
I. "Classical statistical mechanics will be used". 
II. "The molecules are spherically symmetrical, either 
actually or by virtue of rapid and free rotation". 
III. "Intramolecular vibrations will be assumed the same 
in the liquid and gas states". 
IV. "The potential energy will be taken as a function 
only of the various intermolecular distances". 
V. "The potential energy for a pair of molecules can 
be written A~(R/R0) where R is the intermolecular 
distance, A and R0 are characteristic constants 
and ¢ is a universal function". 
Guggenheim (11) restates the assumptions above. He restates 
assumption one a~ "that any distinction between Fermi-Dirac statistics 
and Bose-Einstein statistics has a negligible effect"; and assumption II 
as, ''that eff ects o f quantization o f the translational de grees o f f reedom 
is negligible". Assumptions I and II are satisfied provided (mKT)~vl/~> h, 
where m denotes molecular mass, T absolute temperature and v volume per 
molecule. 
19 
Assumption III is restated to say the intramolecular degrees of 
freedom are assumed to be completely independent of the volume per molecule. 
This assumption and assumption II and IV rule out highly polar molecules. 
Assumption V turns out to be a useful approximation for many non-polar 
molecules. 
With these five assumptions satisfied, it can be shown that the 
equation of state is of the form 
T 
:: u ( -
Tc 
(14) 
where u is a universal, but complicated function. The above expression 
is the general expression of the principle of corresponding states. 
Examining some characteristics of fluids which obey the principle of 
corresponding states, it is noticed that of the critical compressibility 
factor of argon, krypton, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon monoxide and methane all are 
within 1. 5% o f 0. 292. Another interesting characteristic is the temperature 
where change of sign of second virial coefficient occurs called the Boyle 
point (where the virial equation of state is Pv = 1 + B(t) + ~ )· When 
RT v vG 
the Boyle point is divided by the critical temperature for neon, argon and 
oxygen, the values agree within 1%; for nitrogen, carbon monoxide and methane, 
it agrees wjthin 5 to 8%. The second virial coefficient divided by the 
critical volume plotted against the reduced temperature ratio has approximately 
the same shape for all these gases. This property means that physical prop-
erties of corresponding states fluids can be expressed as functions of the 
reduced temperature and the reduced pressure or the reduced volume. Thodos 
(10 , 19, 27) has done considerable work in predicting thermal conductivity, 
viscosity, surface tension and coefficients of thermal expansion in this 
manner. 
20 
In film boiling studies ·with corresponding states fluids, he nroper-
ties of i n terest seem to be· density of the vapor, viscosity, thermal 
conductivity, specific he~t, and latent heat of vaporization. These 
properties for any of the corresponding states fluids then can be evalu-
a ted by an equation, which 'Is a function only of the reduced temperature 
and pressure . Jf saturation conditions are defined, the equation will 
only be a function of reduced temperature. With this result, the data of 
this investigation should be able to be correlated as a function of the 
reduced temperature, reduced pressure and the diameter of the heat trans-
fer element. The equation should be of the form given below: 
or: 
h :: f(T ) if D and Pr are constant (_!2) r 
21_ 
CHAPTER Vl 
During the course of taking the experimental data a radial temper-
ature differenee was noticed between the three thermocouples spaced 90° 
apart. Simibr gradiemts were also noticed by Park (21) and Seiance (26). 
The data for the 0.95" and the 0.75" heaters were completely dupl1.cated. 
All the data for a L~;\iven pressure run were fitted us1'.ng ;_~_ le~~t sq1 "re • . r..•> • lo S 
program. Thi f> program gave the local best polynomial fit of the experimen-
tal data. Th£< pr:ogt·:am finds the best fit by minimill!ing the standard deviation. 
The experimental datf\ for one representative sample run e~.re ~.>hown in Figure 4 . 
The best fit for· the data in Figure L~ is a straight lim-~ with an 
average deviation ot 8,98% and a maximum deviation of 26.2%. This figure 
not only gives an example of the data taken, but points out the degree of 
reproducibility of the :re&ul ts. The data taken in all the runs are shown 
in appendix A. The average of the average deviation for all t:he data are 
3. 60/o and the maximum average deviation for any set of data vas l':l. 05/o 
which was the data for Argon at 655 psig using the 0. 95 inch hect£-..·, The 
least square fits for· al1 data taken for· the three different lr€'8 t~:r .S .Ln 
argon and nitrogen are shown i n Figures 5 through 10. It t.l:-;m,J.d bt? poiTlted 
out that the data are plotted as the heat flux versus the temperatur e dif-
ference. This is not the standard procedure in boiling heal transfer . T)pi-
cally the plots are made with the logarithm of the temperature difference 
versus the logarithm of the heat flux. This procedure of plott.Lr.g the 
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CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The curves for argon at 655 psig for all heaters point out a decrease 
in the heat flux when c-perating close to the critical pressure, but this 
phenomenon is questionable in the nitrogen data. A decrease is noticed 
in the data for 0.95 inch diameter heater, but for the other two heaters, 
a decrease is not present over the complete range of temperatures. Park 
(21) reported this decrease in heat flux for both nitrogen and methane, 
but Sciance (26) did not find it to exist in !tis continuation of Park's 
work, however, Sciance and Park's pressure ranges are not the same. In 
all of the data, crossing of the constant pressure curves can either be 
seen or extrapolation of the curves would yield the crossing. This 
indicates that an increase in heat flux with pressure does not occur 
over the entire ~T range. Instead, the increase or decrease of heat flux 
with pressure is a function of the absolute value of the temperature 
difference and also the closeness to the critical point in some cases. 
Excluding the behavior near the critical point it can be seen that at 
low temperature difference, a decrease in heat flux is experienced with 
increasing temperature and at high temperature differences an increase 
is experienced. The point of crossing seems to be somewhere between 75°F 
and 150°F which is approximately 200°F lower than the value predicted 
by Park 
The experimental data were compared with Bromley 's predicted curve 
(equation 3) in Figures 11 and lG. The plots clearly show that there 
would be a large error if Bromley's equation (equation 3) is used to predict 
heat transfer coefficients in this range of temperature diffe r e nc es and 
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in order to obtain a curve which would pass through the center of the 
data. But this modification still would not yield a satisfactory relation, 
and the increase in the constant would be difficult to justify. 
The experimental data were also compared to the predicted curve of 
Breen and Westwater, (3) Figures 13 and 14. The only restriction placed on 
the predicted curves was that the diameter of the heater does not equal 
"the most dangerous wave length". This wave length varied from 0.00187 
ft. at 655 pounds per square inch to 0.0291 ft. at 56 pounds per square inch 
for argon and from 0.00306 ft. at 453 pounds per square inch to 0.0332 ft. 
at atmospheric pressure for nitrogen. The diameters of the heaters were 
0.0458, 0.0625, and 0.0792 ft. which are above the value of "the most 
dangerous wave length11 • With "the most dangerous wave length" requirement 
satisfied, these data should be a test of the generality of the predicted 
curve. The comparison of the data obtained with Breen and Westwater's 
equation is shown in Figures 13 and 14. In both cases, the data show that 
equation (12) is not general. A relation could be made by passing a modi-
fied curve through the data. The difficulty in doing this is that, 
in each run, the data tends to all be plotted at a constant value of Ac/D 
for each different pressure. 
The real difficulty in this type of relation is in using the quantity 
F as defined by Bromley (4). The properties that define F are found at 
the mean film temperature and then F is found by taking the fourth root of 
Taking the fourth root of this quantity tends to re-
f. Til 
move or smooth the variation due to temperature. Also, the values used 
in defining F can be very difficult to obtain. The difficulty in finding 
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approach the critical pressure. In this study, the thermal conductivity, 
viscosity and surface tension at high pressures were found by using the 
values predicted by Park(2l)for nitrogen. For argon, the generalized com-
pressibility charts (13) were used to obtain the density, specific heat, 
and latent heat of vaporization. Viscosity and surface tension were 
predicted as discussed in Appendix c. Tables (16,22 ) were available 
for the other properties. With this difficulty in defining the proper-
ties, it is hard to evaluate the validity of a relation. 
Another interesting phenomenon was noticed in the plot of the Breen 
and Westwater relation:the results for high temperature differences were 
always closer to the predicted curve and results for the low temperature 
difference were always farther away. This phenomenon was also reported 
by Park (21). 
The difficulty in evaluating the properties in Bromley's and Breen 
and Westwater's relations makes a correlation like the one of Branchero, 
Barker and Boll (2), 
1 1-h = a 2 (rr + c)P 4 (~) 
' 
shown in Figure 15 and 16 especially attractive. The only problem is 
that the values for a 2 were evaluated f or oxygen. Assuming that the 
values of a 2 for oxygen are correct for nitrogen and argon, the data are 
compared to the correlation in Figure 15 and 16. It can be seen that the 
correlation is not satisfactory, but there are some interesting aspects 
to be discussed. The appearance of the equation is very similar to what 
was predicted in the theory section for corresponding states fluids. The 
heat transfer coefficient is given as a function of temperature difference, 
pressure and diameter. 
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a ratio of the critical temperatures raised to a power and the ratio of 
the critical pressures raised to the one fourth power. This relation 
for nitrogen is shown in Figure 17. The ratio of critical temperatures 
was raised to 1. 25 power and multiplied by a . The relation seems to fit 2 
the nitrogen data well, but it would be expected that this same ratio 
should produce a satisfactory correlation for the argon data. This re-
lation was compared to the argon data in Figure 18. It is noticed that 
the deviation is large. In order to obtain a satisfactory fit for the 
argon data, the power of the ratio was increased to 9.4. The results are 
shown in figure 19. Even though the variation of a 2 cannot be justified 
in terms of corresponding states, it is pointed out that a correlation 
can be found for the data just by varying a2. This means that the diameter 
change can be accounted for by the factor (1/D +C) where C = 36.5 in . -l 
!t; 
and that the effect of changing pressure is a function of P . 
With the function known for the change in diameter and th e change 
in pressure, an equation of the form: 
where C = 36.5 -1 in. 
will be assumed. The changes made in the Banchero, Barker, and Boll 
O.D 
relation are: instead of the absolute pressure raised to the one fourth 
power the reduced pre ssure ratio is substituteJ . And, a 2 will be ex-
pressed as a function of the mean film reduced temperature ratio. This 
equation is truly a corresponding states equa tion and is of the form 
predicted in the theory s ec tion. 
The variation of ~ 2 was found by dividing the experimental heat 
transfer coefficient by the diameter and pressure factor and r ec orded 
at the value of the mean film reduced temperature ra tio . The values of 
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gation and for the data of Park (21) and Banchero, Barker and Boll (2). 
Values of a2 versus mean film cdtical temperature ratio were then 
fitted with a l east squares progran1. 'I1le 1 t f eas · squares ·it was a third degree 
polynomiaL and the data were fitted with an average deviation of 18.71%. 
The polynomial least squares fit was: 
2 8.49 - 8.24Tr + 2.97Tr 
Using this az and equation (!2), the predicted va lues of h were cal-
culated and plotted in Figure 20. 
Referring to Figure 20, most of the data fall within the 20% devi -
ation lines plotted on the graph, except for some of the low temperature 
difference argon data and the data of Park. The Jata of Park do not 
seem to vary in any given relation, but seems to be scattered over the 
entire curve. The Banchero, Barker, and Boll data were lower than the 
predicted curve, but within 20% of it in most cases. It might be pointed 
out that the average deviation of Figure 20 is the same as the deviation 
The a 2 versus mean reduced temperature ratio was also fitted using 
only the data of this experiment. The least square fit again was a third degree 
polynomial. The polynomial was given as: 
2 3 
a 2 13.38 - l5.53Tr + 6.14Tr - 0.588Tr 
This polynomial fitted the data of this investigation with an average 
deviation of 14.54%. The predicted values of h for this investigation 
were calculated using the equation above and plotted in Figure 20 . It 
is noted again that at some of the higher values of h for the argon, 
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It should be pointed out th t th d' a e 1.sagreement of the ~' s is not as 
large as it might seem by examining the two polynomials. The values are 
almost equivalent at the lower values of h, but vary at the higher values. 
Corresponding states theory would predict that the polynomials would be 
equivalent. 
A restriction must be placed on a 2 in these relations; it should be 
noted that the range of data was from a mean f 1'ltn d re uced temperature ratio 
of 1. 7 to approximately 0.8 and any extrapolation could be in error. This is 
especially true for the resuJts at low values of this ratio. 
It should also be pointed out that in the figures not all the data 
were plotted, but only a representative sample. Selection was always 
made to include the entire temperature range of the data . 
While taking the data for this investigation, an interesting phe-
nomenon was observed which might have some effect on further film 
boiling work. It was noticed that the bubbles physical characteristics 
were different while the equipment was at steady state as compared to 
the transient state involved in changing steady state operating points. 
The bubbles were large and of varied spacing at steady state but were 
small and fairly evenly spaced during transients. This phenomenon would 
question the validity of using transient data for steady state conditions 
or vice-versa. 
It was also noticed during the course of the investigation that sur-
face effects did not affect the heat transfer. 1be initial runs were 
made in February and the final runs in May and June. The heaters were 
left exposed to the atmosphere,and surface conditions changed considerably 
due to oxidation over this period. Even with this change in surface con-
ditions, there did not seem to be any difficulty in reproducing the data . 
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CHAPTER VI II 
DISCUSSION OF ERROR IN MEASUREMENT 
Park (21) discussed in detail the inherent error associated with 
nucleate and film hoil1."ng,· tl f 1ere ore, error analysis will not be discussed 
in great detail here. 
The current cou1d be read accurately within! 0.125 amps and the voltage, 
when less than 30 volts, could be read accurately within! 0,075 volts. The 
product of these errors is less than 1 percent. 
The thermocouples could be read accurately to : 0.005 millivolts which 
corresponds to! 0,25°F. The thermocouples were calibrated by placing the 
reference junction in liquid nitrogen and the three heaters in a liquid 
nitrogen bath in a solid -liquid, acetone bath and an ice water bath. The 
fixed temperature of the three baths allowed the calculation of the deviation 
from standard tables (N. B. S. Circular 561). The calibration for the thermo-
couples in the heater was only possible for thermocouple number 2 and 4. The 
thermocouple lead in the flange for the number 1 thermocouple was broken 
during operation. The deviations for the two thermocouples of the three 
heaters and the bath thermocouple are given in Table I. 
The locations of the thermocouples during each run should also be 
pointed out. Thermocouple number 1 was on top of the heater, thermocouple 
number 2 was spaced 90° from 1 on the side of the heater, and number 4 was 
on the bottom. During the first set of runs for the 0.75 and 0.95 inch 
heaters, the thermocouples were attached to the heater as described by 
Cobb (8). Considerable temperature variation was recorded, so the thermo-
couple mounting was then changed by filling the wells with molten solder 
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TABLE I 


























































and inserting the thermocouples. The temperature variation was reduced 
considerably. Insertion of thermocouples in wells filled with solder is 
considered a much better method of thermocouple mounting. 
The magnitudes of heat lost from the end of the cylinders can be 
calculated for the cylinders if the equation q = -kAdt/dx is written in 
the form q = ~~T and if temperature measurements are made axially along 
!:J.X 
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the cylinder. Park (20) did this in his investigation and found that the 
maximum heat loss for film boiling was 4.8%. Banchero, Baker and Boll (2) 
with a cylindrical heater having an L/D of 0.375 reported that axial temper-
ature gradient were virtually eliminated. Park's heaters had an L/D of 
0.547 and the heaters used in this investigation had L/D of 0.316, 0.40 
and 0.546. Therefore, temperature gradients would be expected to be in the 
range of Park's and Banchero's copper heaters, since al l hea ters were fab -





1. Film boiling heat transfer of corresponding states fluids can be 
correlated using the principle of corresponding states with less 
than 20% average deviation. 
2. The variation of the heat transfer coefficient in film boiling 
with cylindrical heaters due to a change of diameter is a function 
of the reciprocal of the diameter of the heat transfer element. 
3. The change of the heat transfer coefficient due to a change of 
pressure is a function of the pressure r aised to the one fourth 
power. 
4. The decrease in film boiling heat flux at a given temperature 
difference as the critical pressure is approached as stated by 
Park (20) is questionable. More work in this area is needed before 
a conclusive statement can be made. 
5. It is que stionable whether surface chemistry affects the film 
boiling heat flux. 
6. It is questionable whether transient film boiling data can be 
used for steady state design applications. 
NOMENCLATURE 
A - Area, ft2 
a - constant in equation 2, 
Btu in 
a2 - constant in equation 16, hr ftZoF (psia), 
C - constant in equation 2, inches-1, 
cp - Heat Capacity, Btu/lb°F, 
D - Diameter, Ft, 
E - Potential, volts 
F - k3Pv(Pl - Pv)g>.' ~ ' Btu 
.1Tu ;;;-ft2°F ' 
g - Acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2 
ft lbm gc - Gravitational Constant, 
lbf sec2 
Gr* - Generalized Grashof Number, 
h - Heat Transfer coefficient, Btu/hr ft2 °F, 
I - Current, amp, 
k - Thermal Conductivity, Btu/hr ft2°F/ft, 
L - Length, ft, 
M - Molecular Weight, lb/lb-mole, 
Nu* - Generalized Nusselt Number, 
P - Pressure, psi, 
Pr - Prandtl Number, 
Pr* - Generalized Prandtl Number, 
Q - Rate of heat transfer, Btu/hr, 
T - Temperature, 0 R, 
6T - Temperature Diff erence (Tsurface - Twall), OF or oR, 
v - Specific volume, ft3/lb, 
W - Maximum vapor mass flow rate, lbm/sec, 
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Greek Symbols 










Viscosity, lb/ft hr, 
Density, lb/ft3, 
Equivalent Thermal Diffusivity, ft 2/hr, 
Kinematic Viscosity, ft 2/hr, 
Latent Heat of Vaporization Btu/lbm, 
Temperature difference, 0 R 
Subscripts 
c refers to the critical point, 
v refers to the vapor, 
1 refers to the liquid, 
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NTTROGFN 133 0.~~ 
LEAST SQUARFS POLY COEFF. AR~: 
t. ( 0)= 0.?~6~0340E O"i 
A { l)= -O.ll237550f 01 
Af 2)-= 0.578l?OOOF 00 
fd 3)= -0.59707210E-03 
HEAT FLUX Cl\LC. HEAT FLUX 'I 
0. ?09'>0000E 05 0.207670001:' 05 
0.20950000E 05 o.zoq97240E O':i 
0.2l900000F 05 0.219057SOE 05 
O.zlqQQOOOF 05 O.Zl925BOOE 05 
0. 1 en 10000E 05 O.l9972570E 0~ 
0.19710000E 05 O.l99377ROF 0'5 
O.lqA80000F 05 0.1B510360E 05 
0.1q680000E 05 O.l8570190E O"i 
O.l7100000E 05 O.l7096)7f)E 05 
O.l7100000f 05 0.17207300F 1)5 
O.l5710000F 05 O.l5696670E OS 
O.l'5710000F 05 0.15713001)F O'l 
DEVIATION = 0.4'5A30370 ~ f1FGREE 




































0. 2694q970F rn 
0.24490QoOF 01 
0.245490001= ')3 
0.2l590QC)Qf ·J <. 
0.2l74QOO() £: ') 3 
O.lf>lOQQQOF 01, 
O.l619Q990f 0 3 
AVFPM; E 
NITR~I,EN 231 0.5~ 
LFAST SOlJAQFS POLY COEFF. ARF: 
A ( 0) = 
1'1( ll= 
t, ( 2) = 
HEAT FLUX 
o. ?ll 5ooonF 
0. 211 50000F 
o.???OoonoE (). 2 ?2 00000!= 
0.1 960ooom= 
0.1 9600000f 
0 • l R 4 50 0 0 OF 
0.1 !:\450000F 
0. l 7050 000( 
0 • 1 7 0 50 0 0 0!= () .14600()()f')f 









05 o. 212 7n680E 

















































1\JT nnr;F ~ 17'1 0.'55 
LEAST SQIHIQ[S PfJLY COFFF. ARE: 
A( Ol= 0.79~4~000F 04 
A( ll= 0.2259Af-.lOF: 01+ 
A ( n= 0.70'5076101:: 0~ 
DELTA T HffiT FLUX CAU:. HEAT FLUX ~ DEVIATION H 
0. ~224Q9?0F 0~ O.?~OOOOOOF 05 0.23669500F O'i -?.910Q ?1.31?9 
o. 32349970f 0"1 0.23000000E 0'5 0. 2V390370F 05 -3.13712 ?1.0974 
0.30~Q9970E rn 0. 2 H>30000F 0" O.?l1')5q10F 01) 7. 1 q 23 70.0000 
0 .10Q999?0F rp. 0. 21630000E 05 0. ?l313560F 05 1.4630 6Q.7742 
0.2~049Q70E 01 O.lQ?OOOOOF 05 O.lA??0500F 05 '5.1016 6~.449? 
0.?7Q99970F 01 O.l9200000f: 05 O.l8l91R7()F: 0') 5.2507 A8.')715 
0. 2114QQ90F: 01 0.17450t"OOF 05 O. l 736? OOOF O'i 0.5043 74.7324 
o.?3199Q90E 03 0 .l74')0000F f\5 O.l7361930E 05 0.5047 74.57.?.7 
0. ?01)4Q990f: (n n.t"i610\lOOF 0'5 O.l6957500E 0'5 -8.6323 77.8'5'54 
O.?Q()OQ990F 0~ 0.1 ')61\lOOOF O'i O.l6Q74930E 0'5 -A.7440 77.6617 
0.154qaoqor I)Cl_ 0.1 1000000F ()') 0.1?14251'1!== I)') 5.0576 81.8710 
O.l'5499Q90F ()-:!, 0.1100001)0F 0') O.l234?'510F: O'i 5.0'576 A3.A710 















LEAST SQUARES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
A f 0 )= 
A ( l) = 
A( 2)= 





HEAT FLUX CALC. HEAT 
0.21600000E 05 O.Z1488530F 
0.21600000E 05 O.Zl48B530E 
0.20200000E 05 0.20587~00E 
0. 20200000F 05 0.20518750E 
O.l9200000F 05 0.187929ROE 
O.l9700000E 05 O.l876ll90E 
O.l6400000E 0'5 0.166l7650E 
O.l6400000E 05 0.16546960F 
0.1 3900000E 05 O.l39656lOE 
O.l3900000E OS o.t3901530E 
0.12300000E 05 O.l2265640E 
0 .12300000E 05 0.12265640E 










































NIT~JGEN 451 0.')5 
lEAST SQUARES POLY COEF F. ARE: 
Af 0)= 0.34605270E 04 
A( 1)= 0.643401C}0E 0? 
OF l T A T HEAT Flux c~u:. HEAT !=LUX ~ OEVI :\TTfJN H 
0.30150000E 03 o.zzqcooooE 05 o.zzqn 740E 05 ().3417 75.<1')3~ 
0.3011)00()0f 0~ 0.22900000J: 05 0.22821740E 05 0."3417 75.0"l36 
0.27900000E 03 O.?l200000E 05 0.'21405020F !)C) -O.ofl7t 7').0A')7 
0.27C}00000f 01 0.21200000E 05 0.21405020E 05 -0.9671 7').08')7 
0.24000000E 03 0. 18900000f 05 0.18C}26000E 05 -0.1376 70,.7')00 
0.23C}00000E 03 0.18C}00000E 05 0.1R86?.050E 05 O.?OOR 7'1.0705 
0.21050000E 03 O.l6800000E 05 O.l703ll70E 05 -1.3760 70.~11)0 
0.21000000E 03 0 .l6AOOOOOE 05 0.16C}08910F 05 -1.1840 80.1)00() 
0.17050000E 01 O.l4300000f 05 0.14414B30E 05 -0.9429 0,3.A710 
0.17lOOOOOE IJ3 O.l4300000E 05 O.l4467480E 05 -1.1712 P3.6257 
o.1~1nnoooE 0~ 0 .12300000!: 05 0.12?36420E 05 0.5169 B9.7Bll) 
O.l1F,50000f 03 O.l?300000F 05 0.12203440f 05 0.785() (}().1.090 
0.22~000ilOE 03 0 .1R500000E oc:; 0.1A157270f 05 l.P,5?f:> R1.1404 
0.??60'1000f 03 0.18500000E 05 0.18028870E 05 ?.546A RJ.R5q4 
AVFRAGF DEVIATION = 0.95222A30 '! OFGREF -= 1 
NITROGEN ~TM 0.75 
lEAST SQUARES POLY COFFF. ARE: 
A( 0)= 0.617g5780~ 04 
A( 1) = -0.21204390~ 0? 
A( 2)= O.l5225?40E 00 
A( 3)= -0.164420101==-03 
OELTA T HEAT FLUX CALC. HEAT FlUX ~ DEVI AT Jm~ H 
0.3g?OOOOOE 03 O.ll350000F 05 0.11153t>gOF 05 -0.0126 23.0541 
O.l8550000E 01 O.l1350000F 05 0.1121c400E 05 1.1770 ?9.4473 
o.J9o50000E 03 0.11l50000E 05 0.11444920E 05 -0.8364 ?q.h?SS 
0. 34050 OOOE 03 0.1 0150000F 05 0.10116730F: 05 0.1307 ?9.R001 
0.1l500000E 0'3 O.l0150000E 05 0.99g48160E 04 1.5289 ~0.?9R5 
0.34500000E 03 0. l 0150000E 05 0.10251810E 05 -1.0011 29.4203 
0.27750000E 03 0.85200000E 04 O.R4954800E 04 0.?878 l0.7027 
0. 2T300000E 03 0.85200000E 04 0.81813390!: 04 1.6275 11. ?08 q 
0.2B050000E 03 0.85200000f 04 O.A"i7?0R50~ 04 -0.6113 311.3743 
0.30150000E 03 0. 9 0300000E 04 0.9ll70010E 04 -0.9635 ?9.CJ50? 
o.z9ooooooF 03 0.90300000E 04 0.8g731280E 04 0.6298 V).5067 
0.30500000E 03 0.90300000E 04 0.9208R160F 04 -1.9~02 ?G.606A 
0.?210r:l000f' 03 0.72000000E 04 0.71973080E 04 0.0374 l2.7P.70 
0.21~50000E 03 0.72000000E 04 0.70999840f 04 1.3891 32.0'519 
0.2?500000E 01 0.72000000E 04 0.72411090F ()4 -0.5710 1?.0()00 
0. l 9 050000!= 03 0.65000000E 04 0.65139960E 04 -0.5230 34.1207 
O.lR'550fl00F 03 0. ~'50 00 GOOF 04 0.64402'510E 04 0.9192 15.0404 
O.l91500fl01'.: 03 0.6SOOOOOOF 04 0.659llPOF () 1-t -1.4048 33.5917 
OVE'RAGF OFVTATTfll\l = 0.1'\1,96?60() 'Z f1FGqFE = 3 
1\J l T R !Jr. F ~J 34 0.7'> 
L FAST SQUI\QFS Pfll.Y CDFFF. ARF: 
A ( 0)= 0.2060976f'lE 04 Af 1) = O.lli)R8970E 05 A ( 2l~ 
-0.86340000'= 04 d ( 3)= 0.1 ?56071 OE 04 l\( 4)-= -0.41)4551?0~ 03 
OFLTA T Hfl\T FLUX CfiLC. HEAT FLUX ~ DEVIATION H o.zo3?qoqoE 07. O.l?500000F 05 0.125234?0E 0'1 
-0.1874 42.6185 
0.297?qo~wF rn 0. 1 :> "iOO OOOF 0'> O.l2667360E 05 
-1.3389 42.0451 
o.zq029980E rn 0.12500000F 05 0.1?413650!= 05 0.6C)07 41.0'>89 
0.311299AOF 01 0.14100000E 0') 0.13Z04190F 05 7.6o30 4'i.6432 
0.32729C)80F 03 O.l4300000F O'i O.l3'5986?0E 05 4.C)047 43 .6C)Q8 
0.3?829C)ROE 03 O.l4300000E 05 O.l3623230E 05 4.73?o 41.5577 
0. 246 ?9990E 03 O.l0830000F 05 O.l0761970F 1)5 0.6281 43.9708 
0.25329990E 03 0.10830000F 05 0.1101A700E 05 
-1.7424 42.7556 
0.25R7C)9ROF 03 0. l 0830000F 05 O.ll224060F 01) 
-3.63R7 4l.R470 
0.2tozooqoE 03 0. CJ6') OOOOOF 04 0.95724800E 04 0.8033 45.8868 
0.2142QOQQF 03 0.96500000E 04 0.96915030E 04 
-0.4301 45.0303 
0. 2?1 ?9990F rn 0.9A'100000F 04 0.C)90R3590F 04 
-2.6771 43.6060 
O.l7Q?CJOOOF '13 O.P7R0000()F 04 O.RI)RlP"i50F 04 2.2568 51.5561 
O.l7479990F Dl O.P7POOOOOE 04 0.86760030E 04 1.1841) «=\0.2289 
O.}R?2QOQ()f 03 O.A7ROOOOOF 04 0.8q420310E 04 
-0.7065 4R.l624 
O.R4?9nOROF 0? 0.70000000F 04 0.7()?}6)?()F 04 
-0.3090 R3.036R 
O.RA?Q99ROF 0? 0.7onnooon~: 04 '1.706136?10E 04 
-0.9R03 1'11.1124 
O.Q??99980F 07 0.7()000'10()[ 04 0.7?014-:>"lOF 04 
-2.P,775 7'5.9397 
O.l5Q?OQROF rn 0.1 '::IP()()f)OOF 0') n.140'15610F 0'5 
-1.8523 3'3.4080 
0.3A??o<JqOF 0~ 0.1 ~o OOOOnF 0') 
'1.14!1S'3170F 0') 
-1.9491 39.000() o."310?.9oP,OE 03 O.l;)460000F ()') 0.1 11 09380E O'i 
-5."?llR 40.1')47 0.311?QqPOF 0~ 0.1?4f-0000F 0') O.l1?04l90F ()'1 
-'1.97?7 19.7702 
0.?'10?900QF ()~ 0. 111 00()00F 0') 0.10907940[ (')') 1.730? 44.14t'> .P, 0.2S3700oOF ()3 0.1 1 l OOQOOF 05 0.11,..,"1 7 21 OF (}') 0.'>6')6 41.735?. 0.?7A799P()F ')3 () • 1 1 7700()()F 0') 0. 1 1 ':}07 "?90F ()") 
-1.1665 4?.'5?17 
0.?7~0007()F ()l 0.Jl77QO()()f: ()') 0.1 lOf"'()7AOF ')') 
-1.0.7'57 42.1864 
0 • ?;:>I ?OOn()F rp , 0. 1 ')n 00 OOOF 0') 0.9o')9V'io0[ 04 1).0164 4'i.1975 o.z?o?qooor ()~ 0.1nnnoo0oc nc; fl.101AP0l')F ()') 
-l.A891 41.~-,110 
0.1"i97f"'I00QF ')~ () • Pf)') 00I")O()C n4 n. q·v;7o110f 04 ~.3764 54.4711 O.lA'\?OOOOF 0~ o . Rr) c; 0 0t10 n r 0 4 O.q44?R9?QC 04 7.3944 
')?. 9700 .~vrR/\r. r: f'CVJ/\Tf 'l ' ! = / .7117/P()() 
-r ')Ef'~'J ~=· = 4 
NITRI1GfN 133 0.75 
lffiST SQUAP ES PnLY U1FF F. IIPE: 
A f 0)= 0.6q74q430F: 04 A( ll= O.RU~l51'30t: ()} ft( ?)= 0.11~91670'= 00 A( 3)= 
-O.l1791570t=-03 
nEL T A T HFAT !::LIJX CAL(. HFI\T FLUX 
"' ') f V T -'\ T T n II! u 0.3160000(')F. il3 O.l7400000F 0') O.l6620760E ()') 4.47P4 "i"i. :)~ll 
0.3195()I)OOE 111 O.l7400000F 05 0.167470601= 05 ~. 7'3?5 
')It • 4 ",I)} 
0.12500000E 1)3 0.17400000E 0'3 O.l6940370F oc; ?.A415 ~l.5~Q<; 
0.24450000E 03 0 • l 4? 50 0 0 Of 0'5 O.l3763?50E ()') 3.4157 
"3. 7 <1?2 
0. 25MHH)00E 03 O.l4250000F 05 O.l39R7670r- 05 1.13400 <:;7.1000 
0.25550000E 01 O.l4250000F oc:; O.l4211070E 05 0. 7 c:;o 1 
')'>.771') 
0.:?0550000E 03 0.12590000!=" 05 O.l222o«;60F 0'5 ?.n6?9 H.?65? 
0. 20900000f: 03 O.l2590000E O"i O.l2361650F 05 1.8137 60.?197 
0. 21 ViOOOOE 03 O.l2590000E 05 O.l2531350F' ()') 0.4490 58.060<) 
O.l7300000F ()3 O.llOOOOOOE 0'5 0.11070330E 05 
-0.1-,3')4 A1.'1'\l'l 
O.l76onoooE 03 O.llOOOOOOE 0') O.ll171970E 05 
-l.'JA34 6?.5000 
O.l~OODOOOF 03 0.11000000~ 0'5 O.ll100?30E ')') 
-?.s:q P 61.!111 
O.l3QCOOOOI= 03 0.99100000F 04 0.99949600!: 04 
-0.RS 7 3 71.?950 
O.l4'100000F 03 0.99100000F 04 O.l0'1~467QE I)') 
-1.1572 7J.7RC,7 
O.l4500000F 0'3 0.9910C'OOOF 04 0.10171•8901= ()') 
-2.6710 ~Q.144P 
0.56000000E 02 0.7ROCOOOOF 04 n.77426?<;or:: 04 n.73So 1J0.?.0'37 
0.550'10000E 02 0.7800000()£= 04 0.771<)1700F 04 l.()P')f, l4l • . rn .'11 0.64000000E 02 0.7R000000f 04 0.795R?770F 04 
-?.1)?9? 12l.H7CS! 
0.1'37')0 0()0F 03 0.17000000~ oc; o. 1 73':;2410'= ')') 
-7.0711 50.171)4 o. 3'3050000!= 03 O.l7000000F O"i 0.17414390[ O'J 
-2.417r_, 
')f).,, 7 )(_, 0.30150000E 03 n.I 'J~OOOOOF 05 0. 16'174661)!= I)') 
-1.7lR4 
')?.4041, 0.10t.,<;OOOOE 03 O.l"iR00000~ 05 O.l6?66690F ()') 
-?.'l')l7 
"il.'> 1tc:J7 
O.?,<,ROOOOOE 03 0.14?1000QF nc:; n.t47?oR70f 05 
-1.tS170 "~ • ( l ~ ') 4 
0.?7050000E 03 0.14?1nnnor= 05 O.l4R2046()t=" ns 
-4.159-:1, <:;?.S\7) 0.??6c:;0000E rn 0. l?O ?OOOOF OS 0.11040170!= OS 
-(1.011)1 
'17.'11-tl'= 
0.210'50000!: 01 n. 1 ?9 2ooonr Q<; 0.13l<lR9R(}F ()') 
-7.1')Q4 
') ( . • ()" 2 f1 0.1 ~9"i!JOOOF 03 (). l l 7'>00001= O<; n.tl:'J43lOO'= ')') 0 .9()07 6-:> . "'•1"1' O.l97000'10F 01 0.1 17500001= 0'> n.ll71?7R()F 0'1 n.l4oc:; f., J 0 } :J7 C 0 .l4R"i0000F 01 o.t '1o5ononF O"i O.l07RJ70()J= 0'1 1.4t:;R} 71.717? O.l'170nnooJ: rn 0.1 Oh"iOOOQF ()<) ().1()'3q0<)1')C: 
·1" 2 . 1+41CJ 7 ·"1 • . , r, r, C~ AVFR.A(;J= r>FVHTT'li\J = ?.f)7704Vl .') 
'f: )r=r,LJ rc: Cl 
"JifQ'JI;["J ?~} 0.7r:; 
lEAST SQUARES POLY COFI=F. ARE: 
A ( 0)= 0.4AC07'100E 04 1\( 1 ) = 0.4l7329ZOF n;::> 
nELTA T HEAT FLUX CALC. HI=AT FLI.JX 
" 
f) I= V T f.. T T n ~~ y 0.27"-lOOOOOE 0, O.l7450000F 05 0.1611°"?0[ ()') 7 • .t,F~ 0 f: < • -, -,It f-: 
0.28350000F 03 0.17450000F 0') O.l64l 0 700F 05 s.a041 L, l.l)<:;? () 
0.2'3~01lOOOE 03 0.17450000[ 0') 0.1()5()0]50~ f)') 4.'17'10 Al.'l-:J01 
0.24'>00000!== 03 0.1'>900000~ 05 o.t4q6"i990~= 05 6.S03? 6 tt.9q7q 
0.?4g00000E 03 O.l"iQOOOOOE 05 O.l'1028g50F 05 
'J.47R1 A3.9C)')tt 
0.25300000E 03 0. 1 SQOO COO!= 05 O.l'i10l560[ oc:; 4.4r:;5.t, (-,7. 0 4')1 
0.2l000000E 03 O.l4100000f: 05 O.l3424q3~!= 05 4.7984 h7.l47Cl 
O.?.l250000E 03 O.l4100000E 05 O.l3528680F 05 4.05]9 f,() • 3'::; 2 g 
0.217'JOOOOE 03 O.l4lOOOOOF 05 O.l373')Q60f 0'> 2.5 .'318 ~4.8?76 
O.l6900000F. 03 O.llROOOOOE 05 O.llA5Q4lO!= 1)5 l.IQ14 1n.? 3>q 
O.l6900000J: 03 O.llqOOOOOF 0'5 o.tl7()tqqoc: 0') 0.8314 69.8??5 
O.l7300000E 03 O.llROOOOOF 05 O.l1871640E O'J 
-0.6071 69.?081 
O.l3?0Q000E 01 O.l0180000E OS O.l0114Fl70f 05 0.6:t.Q7 77.]?12 
O.l3?00000E 0"":\ 0.1 0180000!= 0') 0. lf'll14R70E 0') O.F,397 77.121? 
0. l 3F, 89990F 03 O.l0180000E 05 O.l03?nBnQJ: 0') 
- l. 44 2 1 7't. ~ .c,n q 
0. 7? flOOOOO!: 0? 0.77000001)~ 04 0.747544501= 04 ?.0033 106.'1444 
0. 701)00000E 0? 0.77COOOOOI= 04 0.73'3711301: 14 4.0 f~ 15 l l () • ') ') () '} 
0.74000000F 02 0.77000000E 04 0.7S6'i681Qt- 04 1.7444 l 'Jit. n st. ;1 
0.1118fla90E 01 0.1R100000!= 0') O.Jq4017]0F 05 
-].1',7RI) <;4.?07'1 0.33739990F 03 O.lRJ0000')f O'i O.lP.')1o~A0E !)') 
-2.4?7C:. r:;~.F,45"i 
0.30689Q90E 03 0. l66'JOOOOE 05 0.17147R901= 05 
-4.1ats 
">4.::><)?? 
0.3()Q~oQqOF 01 O .lf>'->r:;OOOI)F 05 0.1744~'\10E ()<; 
-4.7Pzo c:;~.'1l'\Q 
0.?57~90QO~ 03 Cl.14ROOOOOf 05 0.15170010F Q') 
-l.351S 57.4C~ S J 
0.2~03QQQOI= 03 O.l4800000E Q<; O.l54Cll430F (}') 
-4 • .C,71° 56 .'115 ~, 
0.22'J19990f 03 0.1 3300000F ()') 0.1406?"":\li)E O'J 
-'>.7117 
')0 • . )16? 0.2?'1looqoE 03 () .l 33 000()f)J: 05 0.14lq5R7()C I)') -~.AA07 5 8 .'11? 
O.lQ')RoQQOF 03 O.l7100000F Qc; n.t?'31A'i40F ns 
-A.0'372 fo l. 7.C,6? 
O.lG9:t.9990F ()3 0. 1?} ()() ni)QF OS n.t?o4tl70r:: ')5 
-A.OC:,JO f-ll . 0~7r:J 
'J.1'lR1Q 0 QOE ()1 0.1 0'1Rnnooc O'J 0 .11?5 01501= ()') 
-f, .1161 A'- .7 0?'1 
O.l6?R9<190F 03 n .1 OSROOOOF O'i 0.1144 ? 15/)r:- f)') 







-:>, 79 o. 7C::, 
l ra sr SQUARES POLY COEF F. t\RE: 
A( 0)= 0.299B5270F 04 A( 1)= 0.5779All0E 0? fl( ?.)= -0.1~9':302301=-0I 
DElT~ T HE~T FLUX C ~LC. HF.aT FLUX 'f, nFVTATTON H 0.76?00000E 03 0.1 7700000E 05 O.l6ROOV:d1E 05 
">.08?7 A7.s=-7< 
0.26700000E 01 0.17700000f 0'5 O.l7041710F 05 3.7191 AA.?9?1 
0.273500001= 03 0.1 77000COF 05 0.17-=\')59~1)[ 0') 1. q4 3A f,4. 716 A 0.22700000E 1)3 O.l5800000E 05 O.l5ll2750F 05 4.3407 (-.,9.6()3<: 0.231001100E 03 O.l'>BOOOOOF 0'> O.l5105980E 0'> 3.l?A7 Aq.3qq) 0.23300000E 1)3 O.l5ROOOOOF 05 0.1540?5701= O"i 2.5lc;A A7.Qll? 0.17700000E 01 0 • l ? q 50 0 0 OE 05 0.126625701.: 05 ?.?lC'J') 73.1A1P 
O.lROOOOOOE 03 O.l2950000J= 05 0.12812750E O'i 1.'16~7 71.-':)444 
0.18lOOOOOE 03 O.l2950000E 05 O.l2~62040F 05 o.~1q7 71.5471) 
O.l2AOOOOOE 1)3 0.10750000!= 05 0.10140110E 05 5.6TB 03.'10!+4 O.l3100000E 03 0.10750000E 05 0.1029<J'i'50t= O"i 4.190? R?.'16lJ 
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'•, • 1 q 1 ? O.".l3 RR00()()1= I)) 0 .1'i<- 00000F O'i 1). ['; 1)'))??1)[ ()t; <.'i()'i() 41-, . "l4t..Q n.?7CJROni)OE '13 ". 1 37'innoor ()') 0 • I < ~A 9 o I') ·) F 
"" 
' .4 "~11-, 4<1.14?? o . 7'1n'1'ln'Joc 0~ () . l "17 'i()'](JOF (' <; :1 . 1 170'">42'11= 'l'i 7. . ')7f....r t.'1 . "~A7? "'· ?"11,'1(10001= ')1 " .l 2A00"0'll= ,., 'i "~ .l? l?109'lF ')'i r.. . c..7qf.. c::~ . "Jfif"}') ().? ~<, 'I!)OOOF !)3 O.l ?f>O()OOOF Q'i n .I? 'JnPA6r)r- ')') 4 . <,q 1 ,<, r; "J, . l?? ') ') .lo "-W"~"OE ')1 r . 11 noron0r nc; l • 1 '1 7 ., 'i n I () E l'i '1 . Q 7l Q f? . 'i17~ 0 . J 91 A()() ,"\Qf' 01 f' .l l'l"O()OO!= 
"" 
'l. !fl7AA () 7() c O'i n . t;?0 7 
'-? • ) 4 "\ ~ ~VCRJIGF n FV [II T [ 'l 'l 7.~<,R<,'i7()f' 






~H TRI1GE N l~~ f).qs:; 
L FAST SO!JARES POlY COEF F. ARE: 
~( Ol= 0.16';61750F 04 
A( I>= 0.676l2390E oz 
A( ?)= -0.5?826760':-0l 
DELTA T HF~ T FLUX CALC. HFAT FLUX % r)FVIATifHJ H 
0.31~50000E 03 O.lQ:;>OOOOOE 0'5 O .lq8R~C'J1 0E oc:; -1.5R'\? f:, (\ .? 0? "-J 
0.2620C'OOOE 01 O.l9200000J:= 05 0.17R75R10E 05 F--.9967 7~.? 8 ?4 
0.264500QOF o~ 0.19200000E 05 O.l7978520E 05 f,.1AlO 7;J.') q'H1 
0.2ROOOOOOF ')3 0.171000001: 05 0.18580:?501=' 05 _q_7091 6l.'l7l4 
0.22600000£ 03 O.l?lOOOOOE 0'5 O.l6283'510E 05 4.774P, 75.~fd7 
0.232'50000E 03 o .1 11 ooono~ 05 O.l6585470F 05 1.00RO 71.')4 84 
0.23000000E 03 O.l43lOOOOE 05 O.l647002()f 05 -15.0945 6?.?174 
O.l19000QOE 03 0.14310000£ 0'5 O.l3953100E 05 ?.4940 79.9441 
O.l8450000E 03 O.l4310000E 05 O.l4236910E 05 0.5107 77."i61 0 
O.l7750000E 01 O.l2580000E 05 0.13A75290F 05 -10.?965 70. ~H3? 
O.l3500000E 03 0.12580000£ 05 O.ll617150F 05 7.6538 q3.1"~52 
0.139'50000£ 03 0. l2'580000E 05 0.11959760£ 05 '3.7252 90.179? 
O.l3l50000E 03 0.95400000F 04 O.ll42gl40E O"i -l0.7ql9 7?.547 "i 
0. q 7000000E 02 0.95400000f 04 0.9561'3120F 04 -0.2?86 oq.3"i'15 
O.l00'50000F 03 0.95400000E 04 0.975065201: 04 -?.?ORl 04 .9 ?54 
0.'53000000E 0? 0.7\.000000E 04 0.7?308940E 04 -l.A436 131.96:?? 
0.47000000E 02 0.71000000F 04 0.69225070F 04 2.4999 15l. ilf:> ~1'1 
0.47000000E 02 0.71000000f Ott 0 .69?2507~ 1: 04 ?.4999 151. 0~1.<::\ 
0.35950000E 03 0.21100000[ 05 O.?OR"i06<)0E O"i l.lRl'- <;1.0') .C,"l, 
0.36000000E 03 0.21100000F 05 0.2()A7<3040f oc:; l.05lq ')Q.,C,JlJ 
0.32050000E 03 0.20000000E 05 0.1994704!)1= 05 O.Z64fl 6? . 4 () 2'1 
0.3??00000f 0~ 0. 200 OOOOOE 05 O.l99ROqqQE ()') n.oc:;cn f-?.lJlCl. 
0. 278 50000E 03 O.lR300000F 05 O.lR53ZlROJ:: 05 -1.?681'1 6"i .7 00 .? 
0.2R050000E 03 0.18 30()000F 05 O.lA6 f18190!= 05 -l.6R4l f;"i .?4 il 6 
0.22750000E 03 (1.16500000[ 05 0.16~53701)1:: O"i O.PA66 7?.c; -:nr::, 
o.zzoc:;ooooE 03 0. 165 OOOOOE 05 O.l6446AV)~ 0') 0.3??2 7l. q'l'5 1• 
0.2')l00000f 03 0.17400000F 05 0 .174ll 07'1F 05 -0.'1636 f-,9.•??7 
0.2530()0()0f 03 O.l7400000JC 05 O.l7497091)F 05 -O."i'i 0 0 1-.'1.7747 
O.l960C'OOOE 03 O.l"i600000J:: 05 O.l4A Z?020E ns 4.9R7 0 7G."i'11 P. 
O.l9AOOOflOE ()3 0. l 'l600000F 05 0 .149??'53 0F ()') 4.34?7 7 ~ .7Cl.7 9 
AVFPAf>F OFVlATFlt\l ~ 4.0?R74"or. '! nF ';Q p: ? 
/'IJITROGFN 
.? ~ 1 0.95 
lEAST SOUARES POLY COEF F. ARF: 
A r OJ= 0.3?l07890F 04 AC 1) = 0.7'545R930F 0? 1\ ( 2)= -0.5574 1B~Of.-Ol 
OF.LTA T HEAT FLUX f:ALC. Hf:AT FLUX 9: f1FVJ .qff1"J H 0.29ROOOOOE 03 O.lOCfOOOOOF 05 0.207~;>4?0F 05 
-4.JR10 f , f-.77 Q.C:, 
0.270t10000E 0~ 0.}99000001= 05 O.l9549R70F 05 1.7644 7':\.7 0 17 
0.26"i50000F 03 O.l9900000E 05 0.19146560F OS 2.70.11 7l~.O')? O 
0.265COOOOE 03 0.18250000!= 05 O.l9323'390F 05 
-5.H'i44 £., 0. . P,f, 79 
0.23400000E 0'3 O.lB250000f 05 O.l7844450F 05 2.?772 77.9<::JJ4 
0.23'>00000F 03 O.lR250000E 05 0.17'3943~0[ 05 l.94t:\P, 77.~-,c;qr-, 
0.2163oogoE 03 O.l5320000E 0'> O.l69446P.O~= 05 
-lO • .t-.050 70. 7q4 R 
O.lR200000F 03 O.l'>320000f 05 0.150769801= 05 1.596'>, P4.1750. 
0.18600000E 03 0.1 'l320000E 05 O.l5300940E 05 0.1244 P?.3656 
O.l6000000E 01 O.l?250000f 05 O.l3816qOOF 05 
-17.7902 7A.5625 
O.l1050000E 03 O.l2250000f 05 O.l?060A;>Of 0'5 1.5459 O':\.R697 
0.11400000E 01 0. 122 '>OOOOJ: 05 0.12272490E 05 
-0.1R36 91.4179 
0.95500('00E 02 0. A 05 OOOOOE 04 O.<)A9951<)0F 04 
-10.6092 0 'L717':l. 
0.76'500000E 07 o.~qsoooooF 04 0.87003R?OE 04 7.7890 ll6.CJ'?l4 
0.74'i00000E 02 0.89500000f 04 O.A'5733470E ()4 4.2084 1 zn. J 14 7 
0.1l4500()0f 03 0. ?l600000E 05 O.?l1652'50E 0'5 1 • 08 6R (:,0..6904 
0.3l?OOOOOF. 0 3 o. 2l600000E 05 0.21?7Z600F 05 1.'51'57 f..O.?~ Q q 
0.28900000E 03 0.?.0460000F 05 0.?0~665701= ()') 0.4'566 7 0 .79C:.. R 
O.?Rq50000E 0'3 0.?0460000F. 05 0. ?OVP~70F l')c; 0.3'5')5 7 () .1-,7~ 1--, 
0.267'50000E 03 0.1C}4SOOOOF 0'5 0.1043£:-'l~OE 0 5 0.0674 7?.71 0 "1 
0. 2f)qOOOOOF 01 0.19450000F:: OS 0.10504100F 05 
-0.?7R7 7?.1 0 4 '1 
0.2~0')0000E 01 O.l7750000F 05 O.l76nR7RO F:: 0') 0.457') 77.')f)f)') 0.23l50000E 03 O.l7750000E OS 0.1771914 0~ o c; f'l.17~q 7f>. l, 7l 'l 0.20 2 00000E Ol O.l~5'50000f= OS 0.1f,l794?0 F 0') ?.?191 R J .ql () ? 0.?.03"0000E 03 0. 165 50000F 0'5 O.lA?o()?'10F 0 '1 1.7')0') P l.l7 6q Q.l6~00000E 03 O.l5300000E 0'5 O.l4?R0190E 0 '5 A.~64) 
ot. n 7l't 
0.171000001= ()~ 0.15l00 0 00E 0') n.144S?710 I= I)') 
'>.'5l7P o.c.47 37 AVFRAGF OFV J 1'1 TT n N = 1.1 0404600 1.: 'lrr.o F t= 
= ? 
NTTROGEN 179 o. 95 
L FAST <;QlJAR ES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
A( 0)= 0.3CAR4370E 04 A( ll= 0.7541R410~ 02 ~ ( ?>= 
-0.476617101::-01 
OFLTA T HE~T FL!JX CALC. HFAT FLUX ;! DFVTATTON H 0.29~00000E (}3 n. 21 ')60000F O'i O.ZlllO?!:WF 0'1 7.08')9 7"l.5W~A 
0.28100.000E 03 0.2I"l60000E 05 0.2054P4~0F o5 4.A916 76.7?6'1 
o.?~oonnooE 03 0.21560000E O"i 0.205007'5')!: O"i 1t. <1 l 30 77.1")000 
0.24Q500'10E 01 0.1R600000F 05 O.l892BR30F 0'5 
-l.7f:l79 71t. g4Q l 
0.236000'10F 03 0.1 R600000f 05 O.lA270070E 05 1.773R 7P..AHA 
0.23600000E 03 O.lR600000F 05 O.l8?70070E 05 l. 77 3R 7R.ol':\f, 
0.20700000E 03 n.t6~6ooooF 05 0.16671630E 0') 
-l.904R 7<l.033P 
o.t94nonooE 03 0.16360000!= 05 O.l'J925440E 05 ?.6':>62 84.3?90 
O.l96':i0'100F 03 O.l6360000E 05 0. 1 M170?90F O':i 1.7709 R1.?570 
O.l540f)OQOE 03 0. l 32 OOOOOE 05 O.l35?7060E 05 
-?.4777 P5.7141 
O.l3900000E 03 0.1 3200000F O':i O.l?'>01900F 0') 4.6068 94.9640 
O.l4200000F rn 0.13200000E 05 O.l27R0360E O"i 1.1791 o;>.<lS77 
O.Ra<;O()OflOE 0? 0.R<lOQOOQO~ '14 0.939lR32J[ 04 
-4.46913 1~"~0.446'1 
0.79':innnooE 0? O.R'1<"l00000F 04 O.l372733?0F 04 ?.92IR 113.0 .917 
O.ROOOOO()OF ')? n.R9900000E 04 O.R7606790!= 04 ?.':i"iO'I 1 l?. 1 7 51) 0.3"l':i000flOE 02 O.':i4400000E 04 0 • ') 7 4 q 5 I) 1 ') r:: 04 -').f,~'J4 l"i -:).?)q4 0.3li)OOOnOF 0? O.S4400000F 04 0 .544'19170F ')4 
-0.1)169 l7<:;.4Q10 o.~asono'10f 02 0.54400000[ 04 O."i117<'l?q()l= 04 l. R7f.1 !P4.40f,7 0.144SOnflnE 01 O.??ROOOOO~" ()<; 1).?1?7t..A?Of ()') 
-?.0'11)<:; AA .\9? <; 0.10q':i00I)OF 01 O.??ROOOOOI= 0'1 0.'1RttQ771)F ()') 4.17?1) 71.1-,1-,7' O.?R6000'lOE ()1 O.;>O?OOOOOF 0'1 0.2078503'11= 05 
-?.ROA? 7n • .<,...,q4 o.?a9c;nnnnE 01 O.?O?OOflOOf O"i n.?l4 0 '1<1'11)( O"l 
_c;_97()? ~7.44<)7 o. ? 47nnonoF= 01 C1.lR':iOOOOC1F 05 Q.l fH~')Q7'101= I)') 
-1 .Q9f, 2 74.0'"''\'"l 1). ?4A0fl'100F ()3 O.lR'JOOOOOF ()<) O.lRq()?R')I)~" I)') 
-?.l71h 74 .<; '1 !-,Q n.?.l7fl0'1:lflF rn 0.\AROOOOOF ()<; 1").177114')')> ')<:; 
-?.')Q()J 77.t.to1 o.znonnooE 01 n.tt..Q00'100F ()<) 0.174')')\J f)J: !")<:; 
-3.R<"l<l"i 7A.'11PJ 
0.1Q400000F 01 0 . 1 "i 700000F ()') () • l ') q 2 5 4 4 ·l c 'l'i 
- l • 4 ~ h(l 
'111 . ()?7-1 O.lQ4'l0'100E ()1 0. l ') 700 000> 0') 0 . l 'i9'i441-,'1F I)') 
-}.f,700 ol .7l 'l" O.l6'l'iOOnOE 01 (). 1 44()(H)()()IC ()') '1 .14471741")' ,--, ') 
-C'.Sl'l Ot ... nc;c; 7 (). 1 7'1'iO')n()F 01. 0 .14400"0 0F 
"" 
O.l4'11,4'l'l1 F ()<:; 




NITROGEN 4?9 0.95 
lEAST SQUAR FS PnLY CfJfFF. ARF: 
A( 0)= 0.2Sll07RO!== 04 A( 1)= O.l0604650F 03 A I 2)= -O.S~650500E 00 ,.. r 3)= 0.? 750l750F-02 f\( 4)= 
-0.4 7l.SRA90F-05 
DELTA T HEAT FLUX c aLe. HFAT FLUX ~ DtVft\TTnN H 0.2~700000E 03 O.l9200000F 05 0.192?10-=\()f OS 
-0.1200 ? l • :1 t? A 
0.21550000E 03 0. l<~200000F 05 O.l7751000E 05 7.5469 P9.()9')l 0.2~550000F 03 O.l9:?00000E OS O.l91235?0F O'l 0.19~3 Rl.'>Zq7 
0.26650000E 03 0.2l400000E 05 0.2097R960F 05 1.9~74 Rn."3002 
0.24~00000E 03 0.2l400000E 05 O.l9929030E 05 6. R 736 86 . ';)(10 ~ 
0.26600000E 03 0.2l400000F 05 0.20951600E 0'5 2.0860 
,0().4'>11 
0.17':!50000E 03 O.l5000000E OS O.I5028llOE 05 
-0.1874 o4.oo"R 
O.l5750000E 03 0. 1 5000000J: 05 O. l 3""~'49640F 05 o. 33'57 05.:?3Rl 
O.l7650000E 03 O.l5000000t= 05 O.l502Pll'lf 05 
-0.}874 Q/~.085>:1 O.l3?00000E 03 O.ll800000F 05 O.l?099060F 05 
-2.5344 P0.3939 
O.ll550000E 03 O.llROOOOOF 05 O.ll0576ROr= 0'5 6.2908 ll)?.lf-.44 O.l3100000E 03 O.llROOOOOE 05 O.l701'5':'40E 0'5 
-1.991'.2 90.1)761 o.A9oonoooE ')2 0.90200000E 04 0.93A262lOE 04 
-4.0202 In1.?4°3 
0.70'500000!= 0? 0.90200000E 04 O.Rl72'5780E 04 9.3949 ]:'7.9412 0.90000 000E 02 0.90200000E 04 0.94466750E 04 
-4.7303 !nn. ??2? 
0.'55COOOOOF 0?. O.,C,7900000E 04 0.7107~510E 04 
-4.67"VJ 1 ?1. 4'1 1+'5 
0.46000000E 02 0.67oOOOOOF 04 0.64-',QQ071')1= 04 4.A600 l_47.~")'JP,A 0.570110000F 02 0.67900000E 04 0.7;:>4qll70J= ')4 
-6.7469 l19.] 22P 
o.~tzoooooE rn 0.?2200000E or:; 0.??0-'3606()1= 0" 0.51~2 7I.l53q 0.29?0()000E 03 O.???OOOOOE 05 O. :?1'14R5'50F 0'> l.l~Z7 70.()?74 0.?8750000E 03 o.n?OOOOOf 05 0.21~"3l620F ()') 
-?.9791 73.73'71 
o. 27ASnQI')QJ: 0":\ 0.?)?000001= OS 0.2}'1??14/')C 0'5 
-1.'1106 n. I 72 1 
O. 251 SOflOOE 1)3 O.l9400000E 05 0.?()1429AOF ()') -~.9207 77.117? 0.?50SOOflOE 03 0.19400000E 05 O.?OOA2450F ()') 
-3.'517R 77.44'51 
0.?2200000E rn 0.17550000E 05 O.l920401'1F ')') -~.7?66 1o.1r:;4n n.224ooonoE 03 O.l7'5'5000()C 05 O.lR14?390F !)') 
-4.'51'>0 7q.l41"1? O.lA450000E ~)3 0 . l5VS0000f oc; n.t"i'57R940J= ')<; 
-1.491'5 ~'n .1 r.7Q 
O.l~7(lf'OOOE 03 () .l '5~50000[ 0') 0.157'>?~Qf)r- f)<) -?.~?14 Q?. ')Q<),<, O.l6000000E rn 0.1 160nnonF 05 O.l~9l"i13qe: ()') 
-?.1un Q').')r)f)() O.lfl
7 00'100F 01 0.13t.,OOOOOF C'5 n.l4()4R44'1'"' f)<; 





NTHUJGFN 453 o. 95 
lEAST SQU!IRES POLY COFF F. ARE=: 
A( 0)= O.l6668'i90E 04 A{ 1)= 0.70208060E 0?. 
DELTA T HEAT FLUX CALC. HEAT FllJY % DEVI AT Im.r H 0.?55l9990E 03 O.l9420000E 05 O.l9597?00F '15 
-0.912'i 76. ·1 97:> 
0. 2 38 69990E 03 O.l9420000F 05 0.18467150E 05 4.9065 Rl.3571 
0.25319990E 03 O.l9420000E 05 O.l94n0680E 0'5 
-0.2095 76.r,orn 
0.230l9990E 03 0. l 7400 OOOE 0'5 O.l7~Rl660E 05 
-7.7M32 7'5.'i8A4 
0.2lll9990f 0~ 0.1 7400000E 05 O.l656468ClE 0'5 4.R006 87 .~ 864 
0.2l7l9990E 03 O.l7400000E 05 O.l69Al800F 05 2.4014 qO.llO') 
0.2006Q990E 03 0. 149 OOOOOE 05 0.15832000E 05 
-6.2551 74.?407 
O.l90l9990E 03 O.l4900000F 05 O.l5095850F 05 
-1.3145 7R.1~8f:. 
0.203l9990E 03 0.14900000E 05 O.l6006770E 05 
-7. 42PO 11.··pr,9 
O.l67199oOE 03 0.12600000!= 05 O.l34712lOF 05 
-f>.9144 75.15R8 
O.l45l9990E 03 O.lZnOOOOOE 05 O.l190161'JE 05 5.5427 86. 776q 
O.l65lo9oOE 03 O.l?600000E 05 0.1~329150F 05 
-5.7qr,q 76.?71? 
O.l22l999Qf 01 O.o')QOOOOOE 04 O.l0~44380F 05 -6.~?36 7R.477n 
O.ll419990F 03 0.9'ioOOCOOE 04 0.96640500E 04 
-0.77?.2 q1.975"i 
0.11o6oo90F 03 0.95900000f 04 O.lO'J63240E ()') 
-4.9347 R0.1J70 
O.A069oqooE 02 0.69"00000F 04 0.72120150!= 04 
-1.77 00 8,<,.1214 
0.666QOQQ0[= 02 0 .69"l00000F 04 0.6176R16'JF 04 11.1249 104.1978 
0.77l99990F 0? n.69"iOOOOOf 04 0.69517960F 04 
-0.0546 QO.O?')n 0.3l7699QOF 03 0.2~000000E 05 0.2 "\7'1o971) E ()<:; -~.47R2 7?.~053 
o.~006ooooE 03 O.?~OOO~OOF (H; 0.?2.S69000E Q<; l • 4 39 l 76.4qR2 
0.30069990E 03 0.2?"l00000F 05 0.22~69000E 0') 
-0.7'511 74.8?54 
0.290}9<}Q() f 03 O.?Z'JOOOOOf 05 0.2}Qf,')9()0F 05 2.37~ 7 77.S177 0.2796Q990F rn 0.2l200000E 05 O.?P"l<J.HOF ')<) 
-0.?799 7<).7'15"i 0.276A9990E 03 o . zt?ooooor 05 O.?l'15f>Fl30 E ()') ~.6753 76.~171 0.?4?l9990E 01 O.l87500 00F O"i O.lR7 075RO:: I)') ll .?2A ? 77.4154 0.24}609901= 03 n.t8750000F 05 O.l88l0500F f)') 
-0.3??7 7A.'l1R'l 
0 .203}0QOQf ()3 n.tf:>')50000E 05 O.l':>OOA77QI= f)') 3.?821 8l.446P 0.?046990QE 03 O.l6550000F ()<; O .l6lll'i3 1l~ C)c; ? .(,493 Rn . Rsn o O.lf:.7Ao9'10f 01 O.l4?'JOOOQJ= ()') O.l3')06700F f)') 
') .?161 Pt1 .n7l? O.l6'1}QqQOf 0~ O.l4?50000F 05 O.l V-.J ~14 () 1= ')') 4.4691 R4 . ?}QR AVFRAGF f1EVT.t.TTOI'I = l.l<}(-,)RJM1 





l fAST SQUAPES 
A( 0)= 
AC 1)= 
OFLTA T HEAT FLUX 
0. 3ll50000E 03 0.1 7520000F 
0.27750000E 03 0.1 ,t,300'100F 
0.24400000E 03 0. 14950 OOOF 
0.1 9900000E 03 0 .13750000E 
O.l3100000E 01 o.tzqoooooE 
0.35650000F 03 O.l7520000F 
0.34000000E 03 O.l?OSOOOOF 
0.299"iOOOOE 03 O.l5150000F 
0.26400000E 03 0. 14200000E 
O.l?hOOOOOE 03 O.l2400000E 
AVERAGE DEVIATION = 
ARGO"J 56 0.55 
POLY COEFF. ARF: 
0.897l3780E 04 
0.23826960F 0? 
CALC. HFAT FLUX 
05 O.l6365390F 05 
05 O.l54l<H30J: 05 
05 O.l45R07?0F= 05 
05 O.l3598570F 0') 
05 O.l2429570F 05 
05 0.17762800E 05 
05 O.l723ll10E 05 
05 O.l6020800E 05 
05 0.150705501== ()I) 





























l FAST SQUARES 
A ( 0}= 
AI 1) = 
DELTA T HEAT FLUY 
0.23700000F 03 0.20830000E 
0.3?6501100E 113 0.?3100000f: 
0.30900000F 03 0.22800000[ 
0.2l9500110E 03 O.lBlOOOOOF 
O.l7200000E 03 0. 161-, OOilOOf 
O.l3150000E 03 O.l4880000F 
AVFRAGE DEVIATION = 
LEAST <;QUARE<; 
A( 0)= 
A ( l)= 
OFLTA T HEAT FLU X 
0.27ROOOOOE 03 0.? '\P OOOOOf= 
0.23700000F 03 0.? ? 70000')F 
0.??300000E 03 0. ?1700000 E 
0.201001')00F 03 0.20100008F 
O.l77"1')000F 01 O.lRl50000F 
O.l2000000f 03 0.1'1A?OnOOF 
AVEPAGF OFVIATTn~J = 
l~RGON 197 0.55 
POLY COEFF. ~RE: 
0.92109060E 04 
0.43743RqOF 02 
CALC:. HF~T FLlJY 
05 O.lo8J0h40F= OS 
05 0.21299750F ()') 
05 0.7?6788901.: ()') 
0'5 11.19037220'= O"i 
05 O.lA7R760QF 0') 
05 O.l4695930F I)') 
?.30579500 ~ 
ARGON 33R 0.55 
POLY COEFF. AqE: 
0. 8 91 ~ 0 8 9 Of= 04 
0.5'l544180E 0? 
C. ALL HE~T FLUX 
O"i 0.2413')4?0F ')') 
05 o.~?t2P.7VJ~'= ')') 
05 0.7140136()1= 0') 
0') 0.20325030!:: ""> 























fl"i . Al l c; 
Q') 0 7HI')I', Q7. 31')<:)/, 
1on. nono 
1 0? . 2')1') 





ARG0'\1 550 0.55 









A ( 11 = 
A( 2)= 







0. 266 ?OOOOF 



















ARGON 6?0 0.55 
LEAST SQUARES POLY COEFF. ~~F: 
A { 0) = 
A { l) = 
DELTA T HEAT FLUX 
0.32650000E 01 0.22100000F 0.30450000E 03 0.20300000E 0.249500f)Of 03 O.l7~50000E 0.?0650000E 03 O.l51'"10000E 0.17350000E 03 0. 128 50000E O.l0350000E 01 0.92400000E 
AVERAGE OFVJfiTI1N = 
0.1tc~914130E 04 
0.57039700E 02 
CALC. HE fiT 





















n .::>? Ac; 
17].l"">7 fl 
177. ' , 1 '+1 
17 1t.7i11 
l'd.4383 
1 r; r, • '1 1 6 '> 
7c:; • ..., 3 21) 






ARGON 655 0. 55 
DELTA T 






LEAST SQUARES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
Af 0)= 

















0. l4930000E 05 O.l4970620E 
O.l2120000E 05 O.l?OR7750F 
0. C)9400000F 04 0.C)9526360E 






















Aor; n 'll 56 0 .1<; 
LEAST SQUARE<; POLY cnr:FF . AR F : 
~I OJ= 0.79~17460F 04 AI l '= 0 .?97'i1 2,t.,OE 0 ! AI 21= 0.37!94-'l10F- O! 
DELTA T HEAT FLUX f:.iLC. HFAT FLU X 'l 
'1FVfi\T l O"J 
"' 
0.11200000E 03 0 • I 1 'l 5 0 0 0 OF ()') 0 .12491'>1 010 ') <; 
" • 'lf)O') 44 • 'l Q 1 r; 
0.33000000!= 03 0. 1 3R 50000E 0') O. 1 ??'59 7?0F I)') 6 . 42110 41 . 0 6<)7 0.34200000E 03 0.13R'iOO COF 05 o.112q o no~= Q <; 4. ll?R 4') . 4 971 
O.Z'l750000E 03 0.12400000E ()') 0 .!1760650E I)') 5 .1 ')61) 4 L "" 1 'l 
O.Z9200000F 03 0.1?400000F 05 0.1!990770F 'l5 1 . 300? 47 . 4'>'>7 
0.30'500000E 03 O.l2400000E 05 0.1?11V3? 0F 0') 0 . 6040 
'· f) . f:, 'i 'i 7 0.20300000F 01 0.11650000E 0 5 0.11'10501)0 [ O'i 2 . 'lA 11 44 . 701,/, 0. 26900000E 03 0.11650000F O'i 0.1144 2 7Vl F 0') 1 .779 1 41 . 10'l" O.?BOOOOOOF 03 0.11650000E 05 0.11700961)!= O'i - 0 .4"~74 41 . A171 0. 211 OOOOOE 0 3 0. l OOQOOO OF 05 0.10?1?050E 05 
- 2 .1 20') 
'• 7. '1034 
0. 2l200000F 03 0.10000000( 05 0.10::>3124 0E I)<; 
-?. 3125 47 .] 6'lQ 
0.?2350000E 03 0.10000000F O'i O.l 0 457180F 05 
-4. 'i 7 39 44 .7 4?7 
0.1'il50000F 01 O.A'l700000E 04 0.92144100 1= 04 
-1. 8829 
"" ·"47 0 
0.1'il00000E 03 O.'l'l700000F 04 0.9?0731? 0[ 04 
-3.A O?R 
" 1 .74 17 
0.16600000E 03 O.A8700000F 04 0.94100910F 0 '• - 6 .3145 <>1 .4337 
O.Al000000F 0? O.R1000000F 0 4 n.'l4492570F 0 4 
-4. ·n 1 R 1 00 . ') ·1:)() 
0.78000000F 0? O.RlOOOOOOF 0 4 O.'l4279100 E 1)4 
-4. 114 R1 1 0 1 . "461 
O.RBOOOOOOE 0? O.R1000000F 04 
. O.'l')0? 8 000F 04 
-4. 9 72'1 9? . ·'"~ 454 
0.277011000F Ol O.ll'iOOOOOF 05 0. 1 16 29 R l l) F O'i -1.12'~" 4l . <;IA? 
0.10l00000E 03 0.!1'500000E 0 '5 0.12263530E f}') 
- 1, .1,394 
:p . " <;~ I' 
0.23100000E 03 O.l0730000E O'i O.l 06 1 0fl 7 0F ()') 1.1177 4 1> .4 51)? 
0.24AOOOflOE 03 0 .!07300001= O'i 0.10'1707"'\ 0E O'i 
- ? .?436 43 . ?1)6 1 
0.19300000F 0 "'1 0.101 '5000 0[ O"i O.QIJ7'16 4~ 0E 0 4 ? . Af> 1A S ?.'i'll)7 0.?1200000E 03 O.l 0 150000F 05 O.l 0?3J?40F O'i 
- O. IlOn5 4 7 . P. 7 7'l 
0.14A00000E 0 3 0 .96'iOOOOOF 04 n."l<'>51h4 0F 04 
'i . '1 ?4? f'> . ?OZ7 
O.l6900000F 03 O.Q6500 0 11 0E' 0 4 0 . 9 477 0 1'10[ 0 4 1. 7C?'i <. 7 .! 006 O.l 07 r)QOO OF 03 o.o3100000F 0 4 (). fl A7394"i')F 04 6 .'l ... 1<J 
'l 7. '109 3 
O.l ?"i <>OO OOE 0 3 o .'H1 noon')~ 0 4 I) . RA 7'i5 <;71)F 0 '• 4 . 61,1-,f} 74 . I '11 1 fl .31700r)O OE 0 '1 O .I 27?0000E 05 0 .1 ?":. 1Q CI,fJE ')') 
'1 .7 '164 4 () . t 7.<, :> O.l1ROOOOOE 03 O.l 2 7 20000F 0 '5 O.lll7? 770F IJ'5 
-'1 . 'i'i95 17 . '-,3 ~] 
O.H<;OOOO OE 03 () . 1 ?900001)f 05 n.131hl'i4 0F 'l'i 
-3. 'i 770 
">,7 . "l,"ll"'l 
0 .1'i'i<; Q000F 1) 1 0 . 1 ?'"1 OOOOOF 0') !l .l1<'>4P;<,40F ')<) 
-'i . 'l0 14 1 A . ?PF,Q 0 . 7Q;>OOOOOf 01 0 .11R OOn00F n'i 0 .11 990770f O'i 
-I . '> I A 7 4 0 . 4 1 1) 0 
0.10f100000E 0 1 O.li A00000F O'i O.l ?}f'.P49 0F O'i 
-1 . ?471 10 . 1 "'1 1 
0 . 2'i'i50000F 0 3 0 .1 075 0000F oc; O.II 11<'>114 0F 'l') 
--... c;c I I 47. ') 74 '• 
O . ?f>JOOOO()F 0 1 O. l 0 7'iO OOOF n 'i 11 .1J7 'l??70F O'i 
-4 . 'l'i l 4 
'• I • .-, ~..., '5 
O.l RO Of10 00F 0 1 0. 9 7'iO OOO .)F 0 4 0 . 96'i<)6!70F ()4 n . "l<'>'1r 
"4 . I '> 6 7 
0 . I 'lC,'iQOOOF 01 0 . " 7 ">0001)nr 0 4 0 . '>7t,R714'l<" 14 I) . 0 11? 
"? • 'i ~·()I, 
o . I ot. nn onof 01 O. <l l ?fJOOOI)r.:: 0 4 O.P t',<, 4 (1 1'i OF 04 4 . '1QOQ 
Q ·" . " 17 7 






l fAST SQUARES 
A( Ol= 
A! 1) = 
A! 2)= 
Of:LTA T HEI\T FLUX 
0.29900000F 03 0. 1400 0000E 
0.32000f)00E 0 3 O.l40 00000F 
0. 2 ')5 co 0001: 0~ 0.12910000F 
o. 27h000()0f. 0~ O.l?910000E 
o.t97oonoo E 03 0.1lnlOOOOE 
0.2t~OOOOOE 03 O.l1610000F 
O.l6000000E 03 O.ll?OOOOOE 
O.l78'50000E 03 0.11200000[ 
0.90000000E 02 O.l 0 300000E 
O.lO~OOOOOE 03 0.1 0 300000F. 
O.l~300000E 03 O.l0700000F 
O.l4lOOOOOE 03 0.1 0700000F 
AVF RAf,f. DEVIATinN = 
ARGO"J 1 1 1 0.7r::, 
POLY COFFF. ARF: 
0.9ql4054 0 C:: 04 
o.1~?58050E 0 0 
0.40793440F- Ol 
CfiLC. H f!\ T FLUX 
05 O.l":\663A6 0 t: 0'1 
05 O.l417341 0r: 05 
0') O.l2672~90f: ()5 
05 0.131~155 0[ Q ') 
05 O.ll561740F 05 
05 0.11934640[ OS 
0') O.l099f-330f 05 
05 O.ll?6370tJ F 05 
OS O.l0~92000E 05 
0') O.l04266ROF Q') 
05 O.lO'J618ZOF O') 
05 O.l07558:? 0 F: 05 
1.3?155200 1: 
'f, 1) E v l h T I 0 ~I 
2 .4 0 1 1") 
-1. ? 3 R7 
1.9 4 1~ 
-l. 7 Ud 
0.41S7 
-?.7967 
1.91 8 4 
- 0 .'5 6 R FJ 




OF GQF E = 7 
4 !-, . "') ' )"7 
4~ . 7') f"\ '1 
s n . ~?7t.. 
4A . 77')4 
<; Q . Cii4fl 
Si . ? t:;t-- ·'1 
7() . ()()0" 
A? . 745 1 
1 1 1~ . 4 44 ' • 
') ..,. -,7 0 4 
RA . Q<:Jl 0 
7 S . 8'16 S 
ARr.O~I 197 0.7'5 
LEAST SQU~RES POLY COEFF. APE: 
A r 0)= 0.8265871Ct:: 04 A C 1) = O.ll90'>700F 0? A C 2)= 0.44591l40E-Ol 
DELTA T HEAT I= LUX C6LC. HFAT FLUX 
'f. f)EVrl\rrn'\1 H 0.27400000E 03 O.l5n00000F 05 O. l4Fl7111JflF O"i 4.1-,7?4 
"A. ': l4l 
0.?.9lOOOOOF 01 O.l'inOOOOOE 05 O.l55n3360E 01) 0 . ?14~ <=;~ • . -',') '·~? 
0.?9C)5001lOE 03 o.tsnoooooJ= 05 O.l"iQ30A70F 05 
-Z.J71() 
"i?.OP6R 
0.25300000F 03 0. 14480000E 0'5 O.l40BR30f')F 0') 2 .7051 
"i?.?ll? 
0.25900000E 03 O.l44AOOOOF 05 0.14304290[ 05 l • ? l 34 
'J'i.O()?l 
O.Z7200000E 03 O.l4480000E 05 0.147'B?30F: ()c:; 
-?.lAl? Sl.?l')"2. 
0.20800000E 03 O.l2310000E 05 0.121>3ROOOE 05 
-?. 6646 
')a.lq?7 
O.ZO~OOOOOE 03 O.l2310000F OS O.tZ638000E 05 
-?.6646 
"i<J.I8?.7 
0.21700000E 03 O.l2310000E 05 0.12906440E 05 
-4.845? 
'i6.7?'ll 
0. 162 OOOOOE 01 0.111 OOOOOF 05 O.ll3954?0f 05 
-2.6615 6A.'5Ul5 
0.16000000E 03 O.ll100000E 05 0.1l345370F 05 
-z • . non nQ.l750 
O.l6800000E 03 0.11100000F 05 0.1l547?30E 05 
-4.0?91 6">.07ttt 
O.ll350000E 03 0.10030000E 05 O.lOZ386QOF /')') 
-2.()R07 Qq.l7()() 0.10Fl'50000E 03 O.l0030000E 0'5 0.10123840[ 05 
-O.qV>7 Cl;>.t+4?4 
O.llQSOOOOF 03 O.l0030000F 05 0.10l771ZnF O'i 
-3.4608 8 -~. o ·no 
0. 75'l00000E 02 O.Q2()00000E 04 0.93670?50t 04 
-O.R3QR 1?1.'1461 
0.6R500000E 02 O.o~()OOOOOF 04 0.9205R900F 04 ().OQ'J4 l 1').~?()t. 0.7()500000E 02 0.9~900000F 04 0.94600350F 04 
-1.8301 ll'>.R'1'>3 
0.25?000()0E 01 O.l4o">OOOOE 0'5 0.14?31640E ()') ?.85<>7 S7.001o 0.27750000E 01 O.l4650000F O<; 0.1500<:ll40E ()5 
-?.45!<; 
')?_ .7 0?0 
0.?29000nOE 03 0 .I12'50000E 0'> O.l32R0150E 05 
-0.?77f> 
"1 . Q"-,()< 
0.22'>000()0F 01 O.l1?50000E 0'5 O.l31R4o50E OS 0.40()'l 
')o • .c,?9'1 
O.lR600000f 01 O.l?500000F 05 O.l?lll<)510F ()<; 1.R41o (, 7 . 7:041 0.20'l50000F 01 O.l?')OOOOOE 05 0.1256'>12nt= ()<; 
-C.')?ln l:.i . o?7., 0.153'>0000t= 03 O.llROOOOOF 05 o. 1 ll A44aor f)') ').71~? 7[,.97~() O.l7?'JOOOOE 03 O.ll 900000F 0"> O.ll6A2A20F ()') 1. }f,?t:; ~'l .4 J'i"' 0.11R5()000E 01 O.llllO()OOF 0"> 0 .1fl353Q9 0E ')') A.R 047 
'l1.7'i'i3 






ARGO~ 33R 0.75 
LEAST SOUARFS POLY COEFF. ARE: 
AC 0)= 0.71669450E 04 A( 1) = 0.22096740E 02 Af 2)= 0. ~9600960F-O 1 
DELTA T HEAT FLUX CALC. HFAT FLUX ~ f1FVII\Tin~ H 0.24500000E 03 0 • 1 56 50 0 0 OE 05 0.14960710E 0') 4.4 04? f , 'l. . Q,J75 
0.2'5700000E 03 0. l5650000F 05 O.l5435>'90E 05 l.17l9 00 . '394~ 
0.26450000F 03 O.l5650000f 05 O.l5711000E 05 
-0.'5176 <;Cl.J6R? 
0.22950000E 03 O.lS?OOOOOE 05 O.l4347840F 05 5.60()1 66 . ?1 0 0 
0.23300000E 03 O.l5200000F 05 O.l44~60SOE OS 4.6970 65 . ?36'1 
0.24200000E 03 O.l5200000E OS O.l4842000F 05 2.35'5? 6.?. ~OQO 
0.20600000E 03 0.134BOOOOF 05 O.l34272SOE 05 0.1913 6').43AO 
0.20700000E 03 O.l3480000E 05 0.134fl6050E 05 0.1014 65 .1/0R 
0.21300000E 03 O.l3480000E 05 O.l369o710E 05 
-1.6300 A".2R64 
O.l6800000E 03 O.l2110000f 05 O.ll993140E 05 0.9650 72. 0Fn3 
O.l6700000E 03 O.l2110000E 05 
- O.ll956750F 0'5 . 1.2654 7?.515() 
O.l7'JOOOOOE 03 0.1 ?llOOOOE 05 0.12250120E O'i 
-1.1571 ~q.?Of) r) 
0.11600 OOOE 03 O.l0550000E 05 O.l0875580E 0') 
-1.0861 77.573'5 
O.l3R'50000E 03 O.l0550000E OS O.l095Cl020E 05 
-3.R770 76.1733 
O.l4200000E 01 O.lO"i50000F 0'5 O.ll077040E 05 
-4.9057 74. 295P 
O.BOOOOOOOE 02 0.9?000000F 04 O.o?301000E 04 
-0.3?04 11'5.0()() () 
O.B'5000000E 02 0.92000000E 04 0.93573120F 04 
-1.7099 10q.?~5? 
O.A9500000E 02 0.92000000F 04 0.947'>1160E 04 
-?.992o 1117.7932 
0.245"J0000t= 01 O.l4Rl0000E 05 O.l49R0520F 0'5 
-1.1514 60.375 0 
0.25900000E 03 O.l4Rl0000F 05 O.l5Sl4?')0E ()') 
-4.7')5" 57.Jqlc; 
0.22650000E 03 0.14000000F O"i O.l4229540F 0') 
-l.63C)6 6l . 9tr17 
0.24100QOOE 03 0. 14000000F 0'3 O.l4902420E 05 
-'S.7"'16 
'iQ,. t)Qll O.l9000000E 03 O.l~900000E O'i O.l?9l?ooOE O"i o .67o !3 f-, 7. 9947 
0.20600000E 03 O.l2900000E 05 0.13427250F 0') 
-4.0Q,7? 6 7 .6?!4 
0.14?00000E 03 O.l2000000F 05 O.llf177040>: 05 7.o911 P4."it)7 () 0.1"ih'i0000E 03 O.lZOOOOOOE 05 O.ll"i79920F ()') 3.')()06 76.f-.77'l. 
O.ll050000E 03 0. lOR 70000F O'i O.IOOo93l'lE O'i 7.1660 C?9.~7l 'l 
O.l26'iOOOOE 03 O.lOR70000E 05 O.l056'J1?0E O"i ? .RO?o P') . 'l/R () 
0. l '>h "iOOOOF 01 O.ll300000F 0') 
'l.ll">79Q?f1F OS 
-?.4771 7? . "J () 4 ') 
0.171 "i00o'l0F 01 0.1 l10M)00F 0') fl .l7l?ll'1 '1F ()<; 






ARGON 550 O. 7S 
lEAST SOUAR FS POLY COEFF. ARE: 
Af 0)= 0.22166360E 05 Af U= 
-0.358l6600E 03 A( 2)= 0.3C81?030E 01 A( 3)= 
-0.93647390F.-02 A( 4)= 0.95635920E-05 
DELTA T HEAT FLUX CALC. HEAT FLlJX ~ DEVI~TION H 0.2l250nOOE 03 0 .16300000F 05 O.l4919R50E 05 R.4A7l 7f-J.7 0"5CJ 
0. 2l50M)00E 03 O.l6300000E 05 0.15856790F 0'5 2.7190 69.~617 
0.24050000E 03 O.l6300000F 05 O.l6042170f 05 1.5817 A7.775C::, 
O.l9950000E 03 O.l4550000E ()') O.l42379?0E 05 ?.J44R 77. '1 ~?3 
0.20500000E 03 O.l4550000E 05 O.l4538670F 0'> 0.')779 70.97S 6 
0.20950000E 03 O.l4550000F 05 0. l4771440F 05 
-1.5220 6Cf.4">11 
O.l7400000E 03 0.13310000E 05 0.12fl')4q40E 05 4.9.?)6 7').4f"l42 
O.l7700000F 03 0.11310000E oc; O.l2853?ROE Oc; 1.4313 7C::,.}977 
O.lBlO~OOOF 03 O.l.BlO'lOOF 05 O.l3l13<HOE 05 L.472R 7"~. 53<)C) 
0.14400000F 03 O.tl400000E 05 O.t0661230F 0') n.4R04 79.1AA7 
0 • 1 4 6 0 11 ( J n 0 F 0"' 0. 1 l400000F 05 O.l07RR250F 0') 
'1.366 2 79. ()8:?? 
O.l50<;0nOOF 03 0.1140000nF OS 0.1 1079R70 E 0<) ?.RORI 7<i.747CJ 
0."57000000F 02 o.toooooonr 0') O. L0l4?"i7 •l f ()c; 
-1.4?CJ7 l7').4~P,') 
O.')Q')()OOOOf 02 o.to0000oor Q<:; 0.9<77ll9LQF 1)4 0 .7 RP1 1A9.4C)] ') 
O.hl'>OOOOOF 02 O.J0000000F O"i 0.9771"i910E 04 2 . 764] J A7 . Anu., 
O.?'i7f)OOOOF- 01 0. l 6A OOOOOF O"i O.l6'\RR4')')!: ()') 1. 2 747 AS . o 7 V) 
0.2A450000F 03 fl.lAAOOOOOF OS O.l6779?60F ()') 
-(1.7787 A7 .7 S'1<1 
0. ??CJOrVlOOF 0'\ 0. l ')?f..OOOI)F 0<) O.l"i477Q40F ()') 
-J.47P? f-.7 . '1_77? 
0.?3hO()Of10E rn 0.)"i2A000()F ()') o . I ')R<"!l ')91)r: ()') 
-4.}'\ .9(") f- I+ • ( ) '-J J ,-, 
0.?00000110F 01 o.t1h'lOOoor ()<; 0 .14/f.,')O,C, ()f'C ()<; 
-4.Sl"">A 
"-'1 . ""> ')) ,) 
O.llO"lOOOOF 01 0. l1f."iOOOn F OS O .l4 .q?l<;~l)f I)') 
-R.')R;;>7 f, 4 • 'l 4 ') {... 
0.lhN)OO()OF 01 O.tl?OOOOlr nc; 
'l . l \'~4R l QI)J: ()') 
-C:.. .7 Q.7<; 
r. n • I 1"' q 
0.}1,7000'10F ()'\ o.tl?ononnr 0':1 ll . I? l 8'>ROOI l<;., 
-o.q rq n !-.. 7. >1, C:,t; 
0. l '\A C,Qili)()F 01 O.}()l<;OI)OOF nc:; '~ .to:> rn"i,c,')F 
·} ') 
- (l .'-> ."' 77 
7 /. • \ ') ) " 
n.t4"lnO'~I)OF ()'\ o . 1 n 1 "ino nn r (1<, 
'1 .1 07J4<;11)r ()<; 
- ') • " f, ') ~ -, n 
• ,., ) l ) 
O.lO'J()OOn\IF rn n. o 11 ooo"'lf- 0 4 <) . qR lR <;<;t• OF }I. 
- 1 • '· r <:; r. n .., • ' l r: ) '• 
() . 11 7()0'l•1()f 0 ~ O. R 7tn 'l'l() ) r 
"'· 1 • 1 n ~ 7 l c; "i ,.., r ' ) '· -1 .7 f)Qt. 
77. ' 'olCJ flvr p flr,F f"1f VIJITf ' 1', - \.~'1~-,-.-. ()f)') y 








lEAST SQUARES POLY COF:F F. ARE: 
Af 0)-= O.A0396670E 04 A! 1 )= 
-0.56465l90E 02 Af ;>):: O. 806034BOF 00 Af 3)-= 
-O.l7606840E-02 
DEtTfl T HEAT FLUX CALC. HFAT 0.24~00000f 0~ 0.17300000F 05 O.l6635170E O. 2413')0000E 03 0. 17300 OOOE 05 O.l6770770E O.l9900000E 03 O.l6180000E 05 O.l4R42570F 0.21600000E 03 O.l61P.OOOOF 0'5 O.l'1675800E 0.21950000E 03 O.l61BOOOOE 05 O.l5A26680F 0.1A450000E 03 O.l4600000E 05 O.llt016760E O.lRqOOOOOE 03 O.l4600000E 05 O.l4~24500E O.l9200000E 03 0.14600000E 05 O.l4455640E O.l5700000E 03 0. 1 ;:>q 50000( 05 O.l?751330E o.t5qoooooE 03 0. l2950000E 05 O.l231Bl30F O.l6200000E 03 0.12950000( oc; O.l?585040F O.l220I)OOOE 03 O.l0770000F 05 0.99-=\0l670f O.l?400000E 03 O.l0770000F 05 0.100564lOE O.l2900000E 03 0.1 0770000E 05 O.l0377800E O.B6Q00000E 0? 0.84500000~ 04 O.A04606?0E 0.88000000F 02 O.A4500000F 04 O.Rl?41640F 0.9lOOOOOOE 02 O.A4500000F 04 O.A24R6280E 0.24A'50000E 03 O.l6650000F 05 O.l6770?70J: 0.25f,'50000E 03 O.l6650000E 05 O.l6q2Fl900~ 0.22l'50000E 03 O.l5100000f 0'5 O.l')909460F 0.2llf')00()0f 03 0.15100000F 0') O.l626ROOOE O.lR4()00()Qf 0~ 0 .11120000~ OS O .l)Q~A6Q()F O.lq?OOOOOF 01 0.111 ?OOOOF 0') O.l44'5'>64 0E O.l'>40()000f 03 0. 1 I '500000F 0'> 0 .1?0497301= O.l6?0000QE 01 O.ll'i000()Qf O"i O.l2'J"l5 040F O.llq'>OOOOE 01 o.9o5ooooor 04 o.q71292oor O.l24')0'1fl0E 03 0.9()'>0000nF 04 0. l OOR fJ?OOF 0. 'H OOOOOOF 0? n.7RJOOnnnr 04 n . ~?4qA?R()[ O.Q7()00000F ()? 0.7RI0000f)F 0 4 O. q'))lGAq OF 
1\VFR AGF 0 F V l !I T T 0 ~I = " ·l qOiqqnn 
't: 
o. 75 
FLUX :f O~="VT ~Tim-1 




















Ao . 6177 
Pl.301)5 








P 8 .?7R7 
'3t..R54 .'i 
83 .'+ RR4 
'lP.?sso 
9f,. ()??7 
O? . fl ')71 
67 . orp n 
f:A . Ql? -3 
r,q .l 7l A 
A'l .l 6RO 
7l.VJ4l 
~, Q .3, 3"1 
7 4 . ", 7S-, 
7 n . fl q 7 r, 
7A. 17Jl 
7?. f-..9')» 
Q') . Q .. J/. ) 
































ARGON 655 0.75 
LEAST SQUARES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
A( 0)= 0.18fll7710E 0'5 
A( 1) = -0.24545l20E 03 
A( 2)= O.l9l78260E 01 
A( 3}= -0.4026R450E-02 
HEAT FLUX CALC. HEAT FLUX 
O.l7100000E 05 O.l467Rl20E 0'> 
O.l7100000E 05 O.l4620210E 05 
O.l5980000f 05 0.13261200E 05 
0.1'5980000E 05 0.1~983520E 05 
0. 159BOOOOE 05 O.l4497090E 05 
O.l4500000E 05 O.l2626600E 05 
0.14500000E 05 O.l2824320E 05 
0.14500000E 05 O.l3045880E 05 
0. 12410000E 05 O.l0<)56370E 05 
0.124lOOOOE 05 o.1l0368lOE 05 
O.l2410000E 05 O.lll72770E 05 
0.1 05 20000E 05 0.96123320E 04 
O.l0520000E 05 0.<)6469250E 04 
0.10520000E 05 0.97369720[ 04 
0.92000000E 04 0.<)0922650£: 04 
0.92000000E 04 0.<)0922650E 04 
0.<)2000000E 04 0.91237690[ 04 
0. l 3550000E 05 0.13828360f 05 
0. l 3550000E 05 O.l3571360F 05 
O.l2610000E 05 O.l4673830F 05 
O.l2610000F 05 O.l46ll020E 05 
O.l0970000F 05 O.l3897060f 0'5 
0. l 0970000E 0'5 O.l4125810E 05 
0.96200000f 04 O.l27(-,Rl40E 05 
0.96200000E 04 0.1?99l010E 05 
0.70100000E 04 0.<)9'52?420E 04 
0.7 0 100000E 04 O.l01?2720E 05 
DEV lA T I 0~ = 15. 0 47AOOO O 'f: 
























-32.7 2 '5 0 
-35.041 A 
-41. 9 7?1 
-44.40 41 
OF I. ~ fF = 1 
l ~ 
71. 1Q~') 
7 ?.. 00()() 
36 . q4 7 9 
R0 .10 lt) 
74. 6 7 2CJ 
C14. 0 5R O 
8?.1 86 4 
R0 .5555 
s:l6.781? 
A<;.R R2 3 
84.421 R 
93. 097 3 
9 2 .:(80 7 
<)0.30 0 4 
100. 0000 
100 .0000 
97. 8 7 2 1 
52. 826'5 
'52. 1 1 54 




'>4. 9 7 14 
'>1.74 "3 () 
57. 4 "i q o 





AI<GIJ"i c;r-, I).Q'i 
LEAST SQUA RES POLY C DE F F. APF: 
A ( 01= O."i987f>?l OF 04 AI ll= 0 .27P.05'170E 02 
DELTA T HF'AT FLUX r A L C. 1-'E~T F l !JX 'J' T)[VJ IIT!fl'J 1-l 0.306">0DOOF 03 O.I~!OOOOOF 05 O.I4470040F 0<; 
-l0.4'i'llt 4 '"). 74 ()1, 
0. 217 OOOOOE 03 0. l 'll OOOOOE 05 0.l20R'tl40E 05 7.7S'th 
"" ·'"'lf 
0.23ROOOOOE 0~ O.l3l00000E 0'> O.l2660Cqn,:::- 05 ~ • '! 'i R l 
r; c; . :J 4 7 '] 
0.2A200000E 03 0.} ?280f100F 05 O.l1'l147f>OE ')') 
-P.AklCl 41.'il.f,J 
O.lQ'i'iOOOOE 03 0 .12? ROOOOF 05 0 .1 14R4Z'i()<= I)') 
"-4'1')'1 I, z • q 1 ~ -~ 
0.21450000E 03 0.1 n>~OI)OQf O'i n.J20]40:?0E ')') Z.l'i"A 
') 7.? 411/t 
0.25450000E 03 0 .tl400000F ()') 0. l 11 OC:,h 70F ()') 
-14.0671 44.~9,7 
O.l7600000E 03 O.ll400000F O'i O.lOQ31210F 0') 4.11?1 A4 . 77?7 
O.l9300000E 03 0.1 l40nOOOE 05 O.ll411R30E O'i 
-0.\i'H <;'l.r:t,74 
0.2~000000E 1)3 ().Of>'iOOOOOF 04 O.l?l670?1)f 0') 
-7 1\ .')<13 ? 41."-'>~1'-
O.l4650000E 03 O.on500000F 04 O.l007R160F 05 
-4.430 0 
n'i.'170\ 
O.l6300rlOOE 03 n.o6500000F 04 O.IO'i57780F ()') 
-9.4071 
'i9.? (1?') 
o.t5tn0000F 03 0.81?00000F 04 O.lO?Oo710F 05 
-?"i.71'i4 
'>1.774 n 
O.R7000000E 02 O.Rl?OOOOOE 04 O.R2<l'IP710E 04 
-?.ZO?P 0 '1. · ~13 
O.lllOOOOOE 03 O.Rl200000F 04 O.oO;>nl910E 04 
-11.1600 7'1.1')~? 
O.Q'i500000E 02 0.71000000E 04 O.'l5'i7<>'170F 04 
-17.2320 71:!.4VIP 
0.5l000000E 02 0.73000000F 04 IJ.71'l3A7QOE 04 I. 'i914 14'1.117 2 
0.78000000E 02 0.71000000F 04 0. 'l0??7Q?OE 04 
-9.'1()}1 O'J .') 'JQ7 
O.t5000000E 03 O.P?'iOOOOOF 04 O.l01R0560F f)<; 
-7\.400fl 
')<;. ') {)(JQ 
O.IOOOOOOOE 03 O.R2500000E 04 O.'l60444IOF 04 
-5."-!>72 ~'>?.'1()0(1 
O.l2500000E 03 O.A2'i00000F 04 O.<l4445011JF 04 
-l4.47AR 6-'>.n/0() 
O.l79C0000E 03 O.!OlAOOOOF 05 0.1 lOlhR'iOF 0'5 
-R.?205 
""'. 'l71 <; 
O.l2flOOOOOE 03 O.!OlR0000F 05 0.05'11'i740F 04 6.'1500 79."31~ 
O.l4o'i0000E 01 O.IOIA0000F O'i O.lOl6'iQ80E 05 o. l 377 6R . OQ3', 
0.214'l0000E 03 O.lOQOOOOOF 0') O.l?Ol40;>0F O'i 
-J0.??R7 <;0 . "1"R 
O.lh4'l0000E 03 0.1 ooooooo<= 05 f1.1060[0f,f)f: ()') ?.7475 t · f) • ..., A l 1• 
0.17~00000F 03 0 . l 0<100000F 0<; O.l0'14'i170f: 0'5 O.'i f1ll ~3./f)<;q 
0.24'10'1000E 03 0.11'>00000F 0') o .t?9J OR<'>0r nc; 
-1?.44?< 4'· . '17]() 
O.l7?00000E 01 0 . I 1 'i000001= O'i n.tO'Il071'1F Q') 
'> . o4 I'· A~ ... o ''')S 
O.l'1000000F 01 O.ll '>OOOOOF O'i 0.[[1?0[30F ')<; J.4'l')C ~n. 'i?"' 
0.?61')0000F 01 O.!IR20'100F O'i rJ.[334t'>l'iOF 0') 
-1 7." I It> 44.QC..77 
O.l'l1'i0000F 03 0.llP?OrJOOF O'i 0 .1 Ilt.4o?oF= ')') 
c;. 71 1 ~ 
f, 1• • r. 1 4 ."1 
0 . 7010'10f10F 03 l'.l!'l?OOO')<' 0') fl.! l6'1A700F f)') I. 'i 11P C) Q . ,")I") I, I) 
0.31',700f10QF 01 O.[ ... 'iR0/00<= O'i 
'l.l'i'l'i04'1:1F f)'j 4 . >4<'>? 
t, 'i • "'li I 
0.1h4'i01100E 0'1 f'.lh"R0000F O'i 0 .1'>'1?(1'\f,/f ()<; < . '17'>') 
/t" ... {_. 0 7 0 
0 .3!75 0000E 03 0 .! 'i'I0(1"00I= O'i 0 .!47'> 090f)F nc; <.'lfl'l'> 4 'l . I o.-, <' 
0.3?rJ'iO'l00f 01 0 .1 '>300n0oF O'i 0 .J4'l 27(\?')C ')'j 
'I . lO !1 47.7"l.7q 
O.?'l!'i(ln00F 01 0.!4~R0000F ()C 0 .]1'1;>J f,f>OF 'l'i 1 . QQ]Q 
" 1 • ""'., 
(). 7'1400000E 01 O.I4'~FI0000F 0'> n.t'~'IQ7l?or l'i 
'"),. 4..., 7C.. 
c::.n • .c., ~1 o 
n.?4?'i0nooF ')1 0.!17'i000f)F ()<; o .t ?7R?>1or )'i 7. '1104 
"'>.7(]]() 
'1. >44 c;ornoF f)< n. 1 l7'>0'lOf1F ()<; f1. 1 ? '> 1 '- 1'> 0F ,., 
!-.., .. £., 41 ... 7 C,.L- . :>17? 
o . I 1'l'>'lOflrJF 0' o . 1 7400'lf)f1r 0') f1 .'ln71I 7 'i0> 14 :>r . ~7° 0 
f'! n • ~ '~ :1" 
() .I 4 .> ') 1)000f rn 0 .1 ·"'·'lOnO ,lf no; n . '>'>4A'i'if)')F 1t, 1 r . 7 u c: ""'l 
q 7. 1. .., 1 '") 
0 . I <;t,f)'l'lf)Of ()l 
'1 . I 1 <'>n ()'l <Jr ric; 
f ). 1 0 -,f"J 7 J l.'lF 
'" 
"') :> . 'l.t QL. 
P" . ~QQ~ 
'l . I '>'1f'n '1rJnf 'l I n . 1 1 '<, n ./n r: r n<; 
" . I '14 I I 1 '> lr )', 
'"" l • ') r .- . , 
- ' • • ' • ' l ' 7 ,\ v' IJ i\1~1 IH V lh T I 'i 'J - P . () '• ()It f.., I , ' ' (' 
' 




AqGfJN 197 0.95 
LEAST SOUARES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
A( 0)= 0.73203940E 04 Af 1)= 0.38644400f: 0:? 
DELTA T HEAT FLUX CALC. HEAT FLUX % !>FVf~TfQN H 0.2'3100000E 03 O.l6300000E 05 0.17'396790E 05 
-9.7963 5Q.'l ll 7l 
0.20100000E 03 O.l6300000F 05 O.l5115430E 05 6.0403 Rl. 0 9t-.5 
0.21AOOOOOE 03 0 .l6300000E 05 O.l59l<lOIOE 05 2.~373 74.7706 
0.24750COOE 03 O.l4650000E 05 O.l68C)5C)lOE 05 
-1'5.11'15 S9.l9}a 
O.l7'300000E 03 O.l4650000F 05 O.l4451510E 05 1.3'347 Fl7.~034 
O.l9250000E 03 0.14650000E 05 0.15002500E 05 
-2.4061 76.1010 
0.21~00000E 03 O.l3300000E 05 O.l591C)010E 05 
-19.6919 fl1.0092 
O.l5350000E 03 0. 133 OOOOOE 05 0.13471480E 05 
-1.2893 Bn. fl44 9 
O.l6550000E 03 O.l3300000E 05 O.l3959210E 05 
-4.9565 B0.16?5 
O.l7400000E 03 O.ll500000E 05 O.l4295740F 05 
-24.110R 
nf->.0919 
O.ll950000E 03 O.ll500000F 05 O.l?009170F 05 
-4.4276 96.7343 
O.l3150000E 03 O.ll500000F 05 O.l2538850E 05 
-9.0335 87.~"-.'3?.5 
O.l2200000E 03 O.l0300000E 05 O.l2120750F OCJ 
-17.6772 P4.426? 
O.R?OOOOOOE 02 O.l0300000E 05 O.l025R540F 05 0.402CJ 12').A()Q7 
0.95f100000E 02 O.l0300000F 05 O.l0881800F 05 
-5.o486 l.OQ.4~10 
O. 78000000E 02 0.9::>ROOOOOE 04 O.l0063270E 05 
-R.4405 118.9741 
0.52000000E 02 O.<)?ROOOOOE 04 o.~753<)570E 04 5.6686 l7P.4615 
0.65500000E 02 0.92ROOOOOF 04 0.94424680F 04 
-].7507 141. A 79 3 
0.29?00000E 03 O.l8900000F 05 O.l~?.00?90E 0') 1.70?? A4. 7?_60 
0.29550000E 03 O.lR900000F 05 O.lR?94?'50E 0'1 3.?050 A1.Q504 
0.27350000E 03 0. l ~ 100000E 0'5 O.l7682740E 05 1.3730 AA. 9 t04 
0.27700000E 03 O.JA300000E 05 0.177R3350E oc; ?.R?32 66.0A'in 
0.25?50000E 03 O.l7450000F oc:; O.l70526?0E 0') ?.'J772 6Q.l()q o 
0.25600000f 03 0.1 7450000F 05 o.t7lo0790f 0') 1.6'573 f:,R.l64l 
0.21200000E 03 0. 166 OOOOOE 0'5 0.157093ROF 05 '1.~65? 7n.~Ol'> 
0.2l700000E 03 O.l6600000F 05 O.l5R84330E ()') 4.3112 7A.4Q77 
O.l7AOOOOOf 03 O.l5850000F 05 0.14451510E 05 R.8?1l 
,QQ.f)44 Q 
O.lAlOOOOOF 03 0 .l5R'50000f 05 O.l4567'300E 05 P..OQ?7 P7.c;f,f1 () 
0. l 34')0000F 03 O. l ')')OOOOOF oc:; O.l?AAR960F 0') lR.2A47 11'5. :> 41 <"> 
O.t~l')OOOOE 03 0.1 '1<=;00000E Q<=; 0 .1 ?'J3R 8'1f)f 0 ') to.l041 IJ7. R7 () 7 1\VFRAGf OfVTATI ON = 7.1q<=;10lf1 0 
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ARGON 550 0.<)') 
LEAST sou aRES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
A( 0)= 0.3B54~0ROE 04 
A( 1) = 0.69499350E 02 
A( ?.)= -0.59l?.9lOOE-Ol 
DELTA T HEAT FLUX CALC. HEAT FLUX ~ fJEVIATION H 
0.24050000E 03 O.l7800000F 05 O.l7167460E 05 ~.551h 7 1t.<ll2c; 
0.20900000F 03 O.l7800000E 05 O.l5836420F 05 11.0~13 8') .1 674 
0.22150000E 03 O.l7800000E 05 O.l63A'53AOE 0'5 7.9473 80 .1612 
0.20000000f 03 O.l5230000E 05 O.l542'5390F 05 -1.2R30 7A.l"i00 
0.16700000E 03 0.15230000[ 05 O.l3816410E 05 9.2Rlh 9l.l97n 
o.t945ooooE 01 O.l5230000F 05 o.t5t6B030E 05 0.4069 78.1031 
O.l4500000E 03 0. 12 500000£ 05 0.12666180£ 05 -1.3295 q6.7069 
O.ll850000E 03 0.12'500000£ 05 O.ll2l3650E 05 10.2907 l<l5.4q')? 
0.14100000£ 03 O.l2500000F 05 o.t245t280E 05 0.'3897 Q'3.6525 
0.99000000E 02 0.98200000E 04 O.l0107000E 05 -2.0226 <)9.1910 
o. 79000000f 02 O.<;~S?OOOOOE 04 0.8<)463160£ 04 8.R970 124.1037 0.96500000F 02 O.<JR200000E 04 0.9963195()£ 04 -1.4582 1.0l.76tf) 
0.5ROOOOOOE 07. 0.71400000E 04 o.77072960E 04 -7.9453 121.1034 
0.42000000E 0? 0.71400000F 04 0.67542690£ 04 5.4024 170.0000 
0.57000000F 02 0.71400000E 04 0.76479140F 04 -7.1136 1?5.2631 
0.17100000£ 03 0.140\0000F 05 O.l4120000E 0'5 -0.7R52 RO.OA?7 
O.l4500000E 01 0.14010000F 05 O.l26n6180F O"i 9.591'' 96.6?.07 
0.1 7"3'10000F 03 0.14010000F 05 0.14145100E 0'5 -0.9n43 80 .74<)1 
0.272'l0000E 03 0.1A?'30000E 0"5 O.lA3266QOF 0'5 -0.4702 66.077'5 
0.27l50000E 03 0.1 B? "iOOOOF 05 0.1 A293690F 0'5 -0.2"394 A7.?191 
0.24100000E 03 o .ln7oooooF 05 O.l71B7140F 0') -?.'H71 hG . 294A 
0.24200000F 0"1 O.lfo700000F 0'5 0.17?26370F 0'5 -"'\.1'5\G A<J.()()P"l, 
0.21750000E 03 0 .l51?0000E 05 O.l'599?750F ()') -4.1914 7?.1)041 
0.21'500000£ 03 0.1'>~20000F or:; O.l61031130E ()') -5.11?? 7).2'55 ° 
0.1~100000E 01 0.11700000E 05 0.1461'54ROI= ()"i -6.AP?4 74.86.Vt 
0.1A500000F cn O.l17001JOOF ()') O.l471?910F 0') -7.1017 74.()")4() 
0 .1S'5000 00E 01 O.l?150000F O"i 0.131959\IJE 05 -6.R4Q') 7Q.A774 
0.1"iROOOOOE 01 0 .1 ? 150000F ()') 0.111'1?640[ O"i -R.llQ6 7~.1!-,46 
O.l 2'l'501JOOF 01 o . 1 1? oonnnF ()') O.llh01f..,JO" ()') -"1.601R PQ . ?41() 
O.l?R()O OOOF 01 0 .1 l?OOOOOF O'l 0 .11741 AnOF 0'5 -4.A1R1 r 7. c:; n () ·1 





ARGON 620 PSTG .95" 
LFAST SQUARES POLY COEF F. ARE: 
A( 0)= o. 33987690f= 04 
AC 1)= 0.59037060E 0? 
DELTA T HEAT FLUX CALC. HEI\T FLUX ~ DEVIATifl"! H 
0. 2 3950000E 03 O.l5800000E 05 O.l753A770[ 05 -1 1. 0()49 A'J.070". 
0.20650000E 03 O.l'iBOOOOOE 05 O.l5669870E oc; 0.8216 76.'1111 
0.24200000E 03 O.l5800000E 05 O.l767A330E 05 -ll.q~f17 1-,').?QQ? 
0.2lOOOOOOE 03 O.l4500000F 05 O.l5'370440E 05 -9.4513 f,q. 04 7 A 
0.1 T700000F 03 O.l4500000E 05 O.l3957150E 05 3.7438 81.920<1 
0.21500000E 03 O.l4500000E 05 O.l6156000E 05 -11.4?07 67.44lF~ 
O.l7200000E 03 0. 12 300000E 05 O.l3662920F 05 -11.0807 71.'5116 
O.l4400000E 03 O.l2300000E 05 O.ll994210F 05 ?.4861 P'J.4167 
O.l7500000E 03 O.l2300000F 05 O.l3839600E 05 -12.5171 70.?0,57 
0.12800000E 03 O.I0300000E 05 O.ll024610E 05 -7.0351 R0.46R8 
O.l0300000E 03 0.1 0300000E 05 0.94862420F 04 7.9006 108.0000 
O.l3050000E 03 O.l0300000E 05 O.lll76880F 05 -A.5134 7R.9277 
O.<HOOOOOOE 02 0.8l400000E 04 O.R7377030E 04 -7.3428 Q9.450S 
O. 73000000E 02 0.8l400000E 04 0.76025850F 04 6.6021 111.5069 
0.96000000E 02 O.Rl400000F 04 0.90503940F 04 -11.1842 84.7917 
0.58000000E 02 0.6l400000F 04 0.66453750E 04 -R.?309 105.86?0 
0.45000000E 02 0.6l400000F 04 0.58074R80F 04 ').41")5 136.4444 
0.62000000E 02 O.nl400000F 04 0.69016320F 04 -12.4044 99.0373 
0.3l400000E 03 0. 71 ?000001:: 05 O.Zl575390E ()5 -1.7707 67.5159 
0.27950000E 03 0.?1200000E O'i 0.1 <H37550E 05 6.R9R3 75.R497 
0.26?.00000E 03 0.19400000F 05 O.lR7R45">0E 05 3.17?4 71t.04')q 
0.25300000£ 03 0.1 g400000F 05 0.1R2RQ010E 05 "i.7?67 7A.A7qq 
O.l2950000£ 03 0.17C)00000F 05 0.16977680E O"i "i. 1 ') 26 77.oqsf> 
0.22!l00000£ 0"3 O.l7900000F 05 O.ln'393120F 05 5.625fl 7"l.')l)"\ .q 
O.lR9")0000E 03 O.l'l400000E 05 O.l46q7720F 05 4.6?'i7 0 1.266'1 
0.19100000£ 03 0.1")400000F O'i 0.14774910E 1)5 4.0')90 A().h2"ll 
0.14q'iOOOOE 03 O.l"'400000F 05 0.12124Rl0F 0') A.023R Rg.6~?1 
0.15050000E 03 o. 1 34 on o o OF O'J O.l2~R47AOF 05 7.5761 P<1.01AS 
O.l2R000110E 01 O.l~hOOOOOF 05 O.l1024h10F (l') 1?.5(131 OQ 
·" 17<) 0.12QOOOOOE 03 0.1 ?n00 OClOF OS O.l111R')550F O'J l2.()lg4 "7 • .£.74'• 





ARGON 655.8 0.95 
LEAST SQUARES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
A( 0)= -O.l4558320F 04 
A( 1)= 0.91204800E 02 
A( 2)= O.l5705710E 00 
A( 3)= -0.24554800E-02 
A( 4)= 0.59687570E-05 
DELTA T HEAT FLUX CALC. HEAT FLUX % OE VIATIO!\J H 
0.24?.00000F. 03 0 • 1 2 50 0 0 0 OE 05 0.15122040E 05 -?0.9?63 '51.65?9 
0.22600000F 03 0.12500000E 05 0.14182640E 05 -13.4611 '55.1097 
0.24000000E 03 O.l2500000E 05 O.l4982830E 05 -lQ.R627 s?. oq ~~ 
0.20600000E 03 O.l1100000E 05 O.l3344090E 05 -20.2170 51.9R35 
-O.l8900000E 03 0.11100000E 05 O.lll00180E 05 -0.0017 -')8.7301 
0.20350000E 03 0.11100000E 05 O.l3248870F 05 -19.3593 54.5454 
O.l6500000E 03 O.Q5400000E 04 O.l1580990E 05 -21. 3<l41 57.818? 
0.15200000E 03 0.95400000E 04 0.10839690f 05 -l3.6236 6~.7632 
O.l6300000E 03 0.95400000E 04 O.ll474000F 05 -?0.?726 5A.5276 
O.l2300000E 03 0. 7 3500000E 04 0.88216640E 04 -20.0226 59.7561 
O.ll300000E 03 0.73500000E 04 O.B0392340E 04 -9.3773 6'1.0442 
O.l2200000E 03 0.73500000E 04 O.B7448240E 04 -18.9772 60.245<1 
O.B6000000E 02 0.55700000E 04 0.58793280F 04 -5.5535 64.7674 
O. 79000000E 0? 0.55700000E 04 0.53434A40F 04 4.0667 70."'i063 
0.85000000E 02 0.5">700000E 04 0.58015620E 04 -4.1573 65 .5 294 
0.49500000E 02 0.34000000E 04 0.34487580E 04 -1.4341 AA.6869 
0.47000000E 02 0. 34000 OOOE 04 0.33269130E 04 2.1496 7?.14 0 1+ 
0.49000()00E 02 o.~4ooooooE 04 0.34217960F 04 -0.6999 f-9.3877 
0.27900000E 03 O.l9~00000F 05 0 .197651AOE 05 -'5.1340 A7 .1 P35 
0. 26450000E 03 0.1RROOOOOF 05 0 • 1 7 3 64 4 6 () F 05 7.63">R 71. 0 77') 
0.2'>300000f 03 0.1780000()1:' 05 O.l6041R30F 0'> 9.8773 70.V:1')7 
0.24'>50000F 0~ O.l7?00000E O"i 0.1'>384660E I)') 1~.569~ 77.') 051 
0. 21 050000E 0~ 0.1o050000F 0'> 0. 11"il7710F O'i 1'5.777C::, 71-..,.?47 0 
0.2\QOOOOOE 03 0 .l60C::,OOOOF 0'5 O.l149R?OOE O"i 1"i.R9q() 76.470. 1-., 
O.lROOOOOOf 01 0.14190000F O"i O.l?30672()f 05 1~.2719 7R.R"'1"3 
O.lRl'JOOOOE 01 o.1419onoor 0'> 0 .1 237?.510F r)"i l2.Fl0A() 7R.l'H P 
0.1"i7'l0000E 03 n.l?ROOOOOF ()"> O.l1166')q0F ()C::, 1?.7A10 1'1l.?6q 8 
O.loOOOOOOf 03 O.l?AOOOOOF ()") 0.1 1'\08740F (}") 11.6'504 Q() . 0')00 
O.ll?.00()00F O"' O.lOlROOO()f O'l 0.7f"l')Q'l7 1Hl E '14 2l .Pll 6 OQ . R<l/ g 
O.l70<>0nOOF 01 0.1 nt RO\lOOF ()C::, O .R h?R91'~0F 04 1'>.7166 R4 . 481 "\ 







A. Sample Calculations for the first data point of 34 ps 1·g 
0.95 inch heater 
Data: E = 16.0 volts 
I = 15.2 amps 
6Tl = 324.3 °R 
6T2 295.8 "R 
6T4 = 313.8 °R 
A = 6.21 (10) - 2 ft. 2 
1. Calculation of the heat flux 
Q/A (31413EI) 
A 
= 13.32(10) 3 B.t.u./hr. ft . 2°F 
nitrogen 
2. Calculation of the heat transfer coefficient predict ed 
Q/A for 324.3°F = 14.61(10)3 B.t.u. /hr . ft. 2 
h = Q/(A 6T) = 41.0731 
B. Sample Ca l culation for twentieth data point of 429 psig nitrogen 
0.75 inch heater 
Data: h = /h ft. 2 OF 41.07 B.t.u. r. 
T8 = 222 °R 
ilT = 311.5 °R 









28.3 lb./ft. 3 from reference 22 (Perrys) 
2.88 lb./ft.3 from reference 22 (Perrys) 
0.32 x lo-5 lb/ ft . from reference £l 
from reference 21 0 . 0125 B.t.u . /hr. ft. 2 oF/ft . 
0 . 0346 lb/ft. hr. from reference~ 
A 26 .6 B.t.u./lb. from reference 22 
= 
227 °R from reference ££· 
= 
33.3 Atm from reference 22. 
B-2 
= 2:n: k 3 2 = 19.15(10)-
2. Calculation of ;.' 
' ' " ' l+t34ctT)2 " 120 B. t.u./lb. 
3. Calculation of F 
Pv ( P 1 
t:,T 
4. Calculation of (h ;. ~ ) /F 
c 
l 4 27.3 
C. Sample Calculation for the first data point for 0.95 in hea t er at 
550psig with argon. 
h 74.01 B.t.u./hr. ft. 2 °F 
Tc = 151.2°K from reference 12 
Tave = 383.25°R 
Tr = 1.41 
Pr .8 
z = . 923 from reference 12 
T 0.967 from reference 12 
r sat 
~;:H)v = 2.36 B. t.u. from r efer ence 12 Mole oF 
(H*-~ = 8. 28 B. t.u. from r eference 12 Tc 1 Mole °F 
gm/cm 3 p c = 0.531 
P r1 = 1.633 from reference 
12 
c -c ''(= 1.3 from reference 12 p p 




== 4.96 B. t.u. from reference 12 p 
mole°F 
R == 82.1 (cc) (atm) I (g - mole) (Ko) from reference 12 
a == 4.1 X 10- 5 lb./ft. from Appendix c 
M :>: 39. 95 lb./mole from reference 12 
Pc = .531 gm/cm3 
1. Calculation of Pv 
Pv == p = 0.0872 gm /cm3 RT 
2. Calculation of 
c 0 (H*.: H) H - H T Tc c 1 v 
M = 40 . 25 B.t. u. 
lb. 
3. Calculation of p 1 
p 1 =prlPc 0.868 gm / em 
3 
Calculation of cp 
cP c * p 1.495 
cP = ~ = 0.1615 B. t.u. lb. °F 
APPENDIX C 
CALCULATED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
TABLE C-I 
TABLE C-II 
ARGON SURFACE TENSION 
ARGON VISCOSITY 
Surface tension data was calculated by extrapolating low pressure 
data using the Mcleod equation as suggested by Prutton and Marion (23) . 
C-1 
The viscosity data for argon was predicted using the method sugges t ed 
by Jossi, Stiel and Thodos (25). 
TABLE C-I 
SURFACE TENSION FOR SATURATED LIQUID ARGON 
















VISCOSITY OF ARGON VAPOR 
( \.! x 105) CENTIPOSES 
TEMPERATURE 0 R 
250 300 350 400 
1151 1360 1570 1400 
1200 1400 1600 1875 
1240 1430 1b30 1855 
1255 1457 1660 18 29 
1260 1460 1670 1805 
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